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INTRODUCTION

The Polish language is spoken by well over 35 million people.

The official language of the Polish republic and one of the cherished

identity symbols Of the Polish nation, it is the vehicle of a venerable

and flourishing literary tradition. It is also spoken by small minorities

in CzechoSlovakia, namely in Tern (Cieszyn) and in few spots in Slovakia,

as well as by large numbers of emigrants in Western Europe, United States,

Canada, Brazil, Australia, and other countries.

This work is another link in the author's effort to make available

to English-speaking linguists and students of Slavic languages a series

of concise but relatively-exhaustive structural descriptions of the

grammatical structures (and in particular the inflectional morphology)

of the principal standard Slavic languages, especially of such for which

complete and modern linguistic descriptions are not readily available.

-Previous components of this project have been my Outline of

Bielorussian r-holo- 1967 (revised 1970) Outline of Ukrainian

moyph222gy, 1967 (revised 1971), Outline of Slovenian morphology, 1969,

Outline of Czech morphology (in press, 1971), A morphosyntactic

characterization of the Slavic languages, 1959- -all the foregoing published

by and available from the University of Pittsburgh Center for International

Studies, as well as The ucture of Russian in Outline (University of

Pittsburgh Press, 1969). Articles on Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian taken

together constitute structural sketches of those languages:

For .Serbo-Croatian, see "The Serbo-Croatian comparative" 11-2RE2R!.

35.259-63 (1959), "The Serbo-Croatian verb" Language 40.532 -50 (1964),

"Serbo-Croatian syntax" Language 41.238-59 (1965), "The accent patterns



of the Serbo-Croatian noun" Folia Linguistica 2.38-48 (1968), and

"S -Croatian nominal inflection" in Studies 2.60-104 (1970, University

of Zagreb). For Bulgarian, see "The adjective and pronoun systems of

Bulgarian" in -udies in Slavic lin uistics and poetics in honor of

Boris 0. Unbegaun (1968) p. 15-20, "The Bulgarian numeral" and "The

stress patterns of the noun in Bulgarian" both in Studies in LIrlElielEA

20 (1968), pp. 49-52 and 41-47 respectively, "A classification of the

Bulgarian noun ", forthcoming in the Shevelov - Festschrift, "The Bulgarian

verb" in Glossa 3.241-266 (1969) and "Bulgarian syntax" in Linguistics

29.5-33 (1967).

My student, John Kochik, is preparing a study on Slovak inflectional

morphology of similar aim and scope, which will be available as a

dissertation from University Microfilms and, it is to be hoped, will

be published.

ntions and symbols used herein are those customary in

linguistic writings, e.g. LF-1 'alternates with', 'is replaced by',

0 'zero'. Phonetic transcription is in square brackets [ ], phonemic

transcription is in slant lines / /. Cases are abbreviated V N A G L D 1,

vocative, nominative, accusative, genitive, locative, dative, and

instrumental respectively. V also stands for vowel, C for consonant,

for singular, and pl. for plural. The category of person is

abbreviated 1. (first) 2. (second) 3 (third).

The style of presentation varies somewhat from other works in this

series, as well as between the different component parts. This variance

results from the fact that the components represent rewritings of material

previously published; thus the morphopheuemics was originally an article

in General Linguistics 2 (1957), the verb section an article in General



Linguistics 4 (1960), both reproduced by permission, and the nominal

morphology from a preprint dating 1965. As a consequence, the earlier

studies were cast in a very strict item-and-arrangement pattern, whereas

today I would probably give a larger place to process statements. Also,

in the morphophenemics (Section I) all Polish examples are given both

in normal graphy and in phonemics, in Section II, the nominal

morphology, Polish examples are given primarily in the spelling,

though affixes, stems, etc. are given in phonemics. Section II both

the orthographic examples cited in text and the affixes and stems in

phonemics are underlined). The material on the verb (Ill and IV) is

all given phonemic transcription. I believe this will not constitute

any great inconvenience to the linguistically oriented reader, who will

be used to the utilization of transc iptions, Paragraph numbering in

sections I and II is consecutive, while III and IV have separate

paragraph numbering.

A word on terminology: Because the various components of this

paper were written at various times, there are a few minor variances in

terminology, which it was not always convenient to amend in the revised

version. These are as follows: Thus, in a few cases in sections III and

IV "general morphophonemic principles" is used for automatic morphophonemics.

Also retracted consonants" is sometimes used as a synonym for apico-alveolar

consonants. In section IV throughout I use the term "root verb" for the

basic unprefixed source verb, from which other verbs in the ,verb family

are derived by prefixation and other processes. In later works on Slavic

languages I have called such verbs "basic verbs", "primary verbs", and

" unprefixed source verbs", while I prefer to reserve the term "root

verb", to a-verbs whose stem consists of (optional prefix) plus a root



pheme plus thematic vowel, b-

between ro

'-h no stem formative suffixes

/
__ if f.and thematic vowel (e.g. Fol. neSe, Rus. n eSt 1 ED carry').

The concept is of little importance in P 1.11 (see sections III 2.3.7.1-6

for further examples), but is of considerable importance in classifying

the East Slavic verb.

The variety of speech described is modern standard spoken Polish.

This study is based both on work with informants, primarily at the

Foreign Service Institute in the late 195P's--here I want to mention and

thank Mrs. Hanle Prentiss (originally from Cracow), Adam Woyna and Henry

de Uznaski (both originally from Zakopane); I was also aided by Profs.

Casimir Borkowski and Frank Mocha, both now of the University of Pittsburgh

but once of Warsaw, and Prof. Tadeusz Gasinski, now of the University of

Hawaii but once of Warsaw, but also on studies made by previous workers

in Polish linguistics (see the bibliography at the end of this volume).

All of those who contributed in any way to this study deserve my

heartfelt thanks; any errors in it are, of course, the responsibility

the author alone.

Expenses involved in the compilation of the present study were

covered by a Faculty Research grant from the Faculty of Arts and

Sciences, University of Pittsburgh, which support is hereby gratefully

acknowledged.



MORPHOPHONEMICS

1.0 Phonemics

1.11 The following phonemic analysis of Polish is assumed

Vowels:

e

unrounded rounded

y u high

a o non-high

front non-front

Phonetically, and /y/ are lower than their respective partners

on the low and high levels.

Consonants

apico- apico- predorso- palato-
labial dental alveolar palatal velar velar

ops p t k'

g'

fricatives

affricates

nasals Un

apical trip :

lateral:

n

1

V

semivowels non-nasal

nasal

x Ex 1L-n xj



A few should be made concerning some of the individual

phonemes. /p b f v m/ have palatalized allophones before /1/ and /j/ (more

or less palatalized depending on the speakor /: /, normally voiceless,

has a voiced allophone before voiced consonants. /t1/ and /T/ occur only

in postvocalic posit ca and /j/ only between vowel and consonant (i.e. not

before vowel or juncture). 47/ represents nasalization of the preceding

vowel, plus, in deliberate speech, a high back semivocalic off-glide= This

off-glide does not occur in rapid speech. /T/ represents nasalization

of the preceding vowel plus a high front nasalized off-glide. This off-

glide is always present in all styles of standard speech. Nasalization [

o
is lost in final position, except in formal speech, /w/ being replaced

by /w/.

My analysis (and I was preceded in this by various Polish scholars)

departs from the traditional phonemic analysis of Polish vowels, which

treats [y] and [i] as allophones of one phoneme. I reject this because

of contrasts such as

fy]

chyba /xyha/ 'probably' chaski xiTskii/ 'Chinese'

typ /typ/ 'type' tik /tik/ 'tic'

dyskurs / dyskurs/ 'discourse' ditto /dito/ 'ditto'

y /y/ 'letter y' ' /i/ 'letter i'

1.1.2 Suptasegmental phonemes.

Word s ss /y/ occurs on but one syllable in any word, contrasting

with lack of stress on other syllables. In the overwhelming majority of

polysyllabic words it is on the penultimate syllable, exceptions being

a fair number of recent borrowings, as Alial_sykA 'America' or raria

grat r' and a very small number of native items as ok lice 'surroundings'
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where some speakers at least stress a syllable other than the penultimate.

A very small class of words, the (en- and pro-) clitics, have no stress.'

Monosyllabic words other than clitics stress' their single syllable. With-

in the utterance, word stress may be strengthened to major stress (usually

each major segment has one word bearing major stress).

Two transitions are assumed minor or "open" / +/ and major / /1. Major

juncture may occur alone or be accompanied by prepausal rising / or

prepausal falling 4,/ intonation contour. Stretches between two major

junctures or major juncture and pause are termed "major segment" (equals

Hockett's "macrosegment").

1.1.3 The Polish writing system

As many of the examples below are given in conventional Polish spelling,

it is necessary to explain how the conventional spelling represents the

phonemes of the language.

Vowels. The vowels in Polish are represented by the same symbols we use

in phonemic transcription, i.e. a e A 9 u, with addition that /u/ is

also represented by 6, when it comes historically from Old Polish long /5/:

czar /cas/,pies /pies / :pi /P11/ m /dym/, dom,/dom/, mur / /, w6Z /vuw/.

Further /e/ and /o/ plus /w/ (or sometimes other nasal consonant) are

written send a6respectively (representing earlier nasal vowels). Thus,

kep /kelOs/, was /vows

Labials. /p b f m/ are represented by the same symbols we use in

transcription; /v/ is written w: /pi./, 1316 /bi./, fele /falai,

my /my /, wads /voda/. Labial plus /j/ (which appears only before

vowel) is written labial plus i: piasek /pjasek/ wie4 /vje4/.

Apy dentals. /t d s z c n/ are represented by the same symbols we use

in transcription; 3 is written dz: ton /ton /, dom /dom/1 sen /sen/
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zone zona/, cap /cap/, /nolo/1, dzwon /3von/.

Velars. /k g/ are represented by the same symbols we use in transcription;

/x/ is written ch: kasa /kasai, roe /gra61/, chyba /xyba/

Palato-vela s. /k' g'/ are represented by k before /i/ and by k3 sl,before

other vowels: j.s.a /kW, ki!Ay /kiedy/, zips /g'ips/, L4/eo

/
Predorso7_palatals. cz n/ not followed by vowel are represented by the

same symbols we use in transcription; /5/ is written dz. Followed by /i/,

the foregoing phonemes are written s z c n dz. Followed by vowel other

than /i/, they are written si zi ci ni dzi.

not before vowel before /i/ before other vowel

dzis /3is/ siTa /Lwa/ siano /sano/

tic /zle/ zima ziarno/i'arno/

pig /piO cicho /nxo/ ciekawy /LkavY/

koA /ko/ nic /Lc/ nie

wiz /ivik/ dzi4cq /iii/ dzian /awo/

Apico-alveolars g P5/ are represented by sz, cz, dz respectively; Pi'/

is usually represented by z, but also by rz, if it derives historically

from a palatalized /ri sztuka /gtuka/, czas fart /nrt/,

RzYm /Zym/.

Other sounds /r 1 j/ are written with the same symbols we use in transcription,

while /w/ is written with "barred" 1. Al/ along with preceding vowel is

represented by for while /T/ is represented A: rads / ada/, rola /cola /,

/ruj/, k9 /kergs/, was /v4s/, kAski /k4ski/. Neutralization of

voicing in word-final position and various phenomena of assimilation are

not represented in the conventional spelling, it being morphophonemic in

this respect. "Silent" r is written in some forms, as in wi6de /vjut/

'he led'.
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1.2 Morphophonemic change is understood for the purposes of this study

be any phonemic replacement, addition or subtraction, which takes place

in a set of morphemes when they are shifted from one phonologically or

morphologically comparable environment to another. In this study I shall

not ordinarily treat alternations occurring in classes containing only

one member.

I shall first treat those morphophonemic changes which are determined

by the phonological structure of the language and which affect every

morpheme which occurs under the conditions stated for the change. I term

such changes automatic mornhononemic change. I shall list as a sub-group

within this class morphophonemic changes resulting from differences

in style. I shall then treat those morphophonemic changes which affect

only limited groups of morphemes, for example, morphemes, in certain

form-classes or morphemes which. must be listed. I term these latter changes

non-automatic morphophonemic changes. The member of an alternation which

occurs in the position of maximum differention is termed the basic

alternant.

Two or more morphophonemic changes may occur in the same morpheme.

Thus in the word robota /robota/ 'work' we have the changes u/

(genitive plural rob6t /rebut /) and substitutive softening (locative

singular robocie /roboL/. These changes affect different constituent

phonemes of the morpheme and occur independently of each other.

Some morphophonemic changes never occur except in the presence of

some other specific morphophonemic change. such a case the two changes

do not occur independently, but change a (which never occurs except in

presence of change b) is conditioned by the occurrence of change b. Thus

change /e a/ (see 1 5.2.1.2 below) is conditioned by the occurrence of
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substitutive softening in the following consonant. Change b however

(in the example, substitutive softening) may occur without change a.

(If a and b never occurrred in each other's absence, they would constitute

not two, but one morphophonemic change.)

Two morphophonemic changes may occur independently of each other in

some morphemes, but exhibit parallel occurrence in another set of

morphemes. Thus, both /e 0/ and substitutive softening occur independently

in a large number of morphemes, but there is also a large set of morphemes

where the consonant preceding /et vi 0/ undergoes substitutive softening,

showing stage II when e is present and stage I befo:--; zero. What I have

termed / et") 0/2 (see 1.5.2.L5 below) for ease of description are really

parallel occurrences of /eLl 0/ and substitutive softening. Likewise,

/o t" 0/1 represents parallel occurrence of /o k/1 Wand substitutive

softening.

Frequently two or more morphophonemic changes may affect the same

consituent phoneme of a given morpheme. Thus, in the word chleb /xlep/

'bread' voiced-voiceless alternation (1.3.1.2) and substitutive softening

(1.5.1.1) both affect the base-final consonant. When two morphophonemic

changes affect the same phoneme, we may say that they occur in combination.

Combinations of an automatic and a non-automatic change as in the example

above are quite common, and combinations of two or more non-automatic changes

are not infrequent.

In Polish, simple morphophonemic changes (those which do not

represent combinations- of more than one change) usually consist of only

two aiternants. Substitutive softening changes are an exception (see 1.5.1.1

below). Here we may see three replacements constituting a single morphophonemic

change. Thus, jazda /jazda/ 'ride, journey'; dela- /jeqeQ/ 'I'm riding';

ezdzi /jezi/..
'he's riding'.
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In a combination -f morphophonemic changes the principal alternation

is that whose alternants =n turn undergo subordinate alternations. Thus,

if we have simple alternations a vi b and a Li e, a combination of the two

with b as principal alternation and a c as subordinate ill result

in (au c)Ln b (example: /(o u)c.-1 a/, (1.5.2.5 below). Sometimes the

subordinate alternations may have further alternations subordinate to

them. Thus /(e un(o a/ where the principal alternation is

/e1,4 a the subordinate /e -/2, and subordinate to the latter /o u/

(see 1.5.2.5 below). Occasionally, we may have a combination of changes

where the principal alternation does not occur independently. Thus, we

have /(nt..n A) / (1.5.1.2.1 below) though we never have /11%.,1 w/ or

/ as independent alternations.

In listing morphophonemic changes I have not noted combinations of

auto: tic and non-automatic changes.

Note that a purely automatic change will be superseded, i.e. will

not occur, if a non-automatic change is superimposed upon it. In this

sense the non-automatic changes take precedence. Thus the root /mog-/,

appearing in its basic form truk /mogwa/ 'she could', undergoes

automatic replacement of voiced /g/ by voiceless /k/ in rml;g /muk/ 'he could'.

The same automatic change, required because of the voiceless consonant of

the following formant, is superseded and does not occur, when non-automatic

replacement of /g/ by zero occurs in the infinitive form m6c /muc/ be

able (/mog-/ plus infinitive formant deletes /g/ and changes the vowel

by non-automatic /oLn u/-1 , giving /mu-c/).

On the other hand, the alternants resulting from non-automatic changes

are always affected by automatic changes demanded by the new sequences they

create. In this sense one may say the non-automatic changes are ordered

to occur first, followed by the automatic. Thus the same root-final /g/



undergoes substitutive softening to /1"/ (stage I to IIa) in

/pomA/ 'help' (cf.RP1228a/po-mog-w-a/ 'she helped') but ,q/ then

undergoes automatic change to n'/ in word-final position.

The basic form of a morpheme is understood to be the form that

appears in the position of maximum possibility of differention, i.e. with

the fewest possible constraints and limitations imposed by the phonotactic

rules of the language. It is upon this basic form that the automatic and

non-automatic morphOphonemic rules operate, yielding other, derivative forms.

1.3 Automatic morphophonemic changes.

1.3.1 For morphophonemic purposes Polish consonants may be classed as voiced,

voiceless, and neutral. Neutral are /m n r 1 w j j/. With the

exception of /x/, which has no counterpart, voiced and voiceless phonemes

occur in pairs. The pairs are articulated in the same position, the

voiced and voiceless counterparts being distinguished by the presence or

absence of voicing.

evVoiced: bdg'gvzzz333
Voiceless: p t k' k f s s

v eccx

1.3.1.1. Neutral consonants may enter into clusters with consonants of any

category--neutral, voiced, or voiceless. Voiced and voiceless consonants

occur in clusters with consonants of their own category, or with neutral

consonants.' When morphological processes juxtapose voiced and voiceless

consonants, the last voiced or voiceless consonant of the cluster remains

unchanged, and preceding consonants of the cluster, except /x/, are

replaced by their counterparts, so as to agree in regard to voicing with

the last voiced or unvoiced consonant of the cluster.
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However, v/ assimilates to an adjacent consonant, whether preceding

r following.

mowic muviaf 'to speak' m6wcie /muf6'e/ 'speak!'

Warszawa /var;lava/ "Warsaw warszawski /varsafski/ "Warsovian'

tak /tak/ 'so' take /tale/ 'also'

1.3.1.2 Vowels and neutral consonants appear freely in word-final position.

In word-final position before major juncture voiceless, but not voiced,

consonants may appear. When the word is immediately followed, without

major juncture, by a word beginning with a voiced consonant, voiced, but

not voiceless, consonants may appear. Followed immediately by a word

beginning with a voiceless consonant, voiceless, but not voiced, consonants

may appear in word-final position. Followed immediately by a word beginning

with a vowel or a neutral consonant, some varieties of the standard

language permit voiceless, but not voiced consonants. Other varieties

contrariwise permit voiced, but not voiceless, consonants. When

morphological processes cause a morpheme otherwise ending in a voiced

or voiceless consonant to appear in word-final position, the word-final

consonant, unless it is /x /, will be replaced by its counterpart whenever

required by its position before pause, vowel, or neutral consonant, or

before voiced or voiceless consonant. If the word-final consonant is /x/

(which functions as a voiceless consonant, but has no voiced counterpart),

a voiced allophone will appear in those positions where a voiced counterpart

would be required.

talerz /taleA/ 'plate' talerza /talda 'of a plate'

Wacla /vacwaf/ "Wenceslas' Waclawa /vacwava/ 'of Wenceslas

Kazimierz pisze /kelimjetpliZe/ 'Casimir is writing'

Kazimierza /kaLm Aa/ 'of Casimir'



Stag dedzie /stado 'ee 'Stan'll drive here'

Stasia /staga/ 'of Stan'

kot bawi siet /kiodb'avige/ 'the cat's playing'

kota /kota/ 'of the cat'

I / - /Kazik odpowiedzia? /k1 aligotpo j e3aw/ or /klazikotpov3 e3aw/

'Casimir answered' KaLka /kailka/ 'of Caz'

Kazik nie m6 i /k1ahg6e 'uvi/ or klaAkrlem'uvi/ 'Caz isn't talking'

1.3,2 Clusters consisting of dental fricatives with palatal or alveolar

fricatives do not occur. When grammatical processes bring elements

together in such a w iy that such a cluster would otherwise occur, a

preceding dental fricative is assimilated to a following palatal or

alveolar fricative.

z ojcem /zojcem/ 'with father' z mamusiaz /zmamuord 'with mother'

z tiol/stobo'll/ 'with you' z siostr d4ostrdC)/ 'with sister'

z ziemi aemjo";/ with the earth zciotk_ /g'LtkoV// 'with auntie'

z dziewczyna/z3efcvynow/ 'with a girl' still24/rgablori/ 'with a saber'

z ion /Vi'onord 'with my wife z Czesiawem in'eswavem/ 'with Czeslaw'

z cil-d2ownic igovAi 'with an earthworm'

sset Issetal 'I'm sucking
ri v, I_ssiesz /sses/ you re suck n

vv d dyv 0/,
trzatsT .aieticsOws+se/ or/csowsse/ he rambled'

niosTa /rcoswa/ 'she carried' nie46 ne46/ 'to carry'

zetna/zetn4/ 'I'll cut' AJLAi WolW 'to cut'

zardl, /zarlus took there' zaniciSlszIL /zariuWy/ 'having taken there'

1.3.3 /n/ never appears before a palatal consonant. If grammatical processes

would otherwise cause an /n/ to appear before such a consonant, the /n/ is

replaced by a/.



panna /panne/ 'young lady' o panniP /oparlh_e/ 'about young lady'

lont /lont/ 'fuse' o loncie /oloAa'e/ 'about a fuse'

/lont/ 'land' 21dzie /olorie/ 'about land'

114Lea /zyjei'enta/ 'animals' zwierzicia /zvjenida 'of an animal'

z- i -t- /zgjenty/ 'bent' cie /zgjeriL/ 'bending

1.3,4 Except as a result of prefixation, clusters consisting of the

dental fricatives /s/ and /z/, plus /1/, MI, or /mj/ do not occur within

the domain of the word, unless the fricative is preceded by In /14/2

Therefore, if as a result of any morphological process except prefixation

such a cluster would otherwise occur within the boundary of a word, the

/s/ or /z/ is replaced by its palatal counterpart a/ or a/. Thus:

but:

maslo /maswo/ 'butt

wiosna /vjosna/ 'spring' o_wionie /ovjoAtie/ 'about spring'

Easmo /pasrno/ 'belt, strip' 2p!Ami /opamje/ 'about a strip'

/oveVike/ 'aboutwizet /veWzwa 'knot knot'

al /omagle/ 'about butter

meilyzna /mewscyzna/ 'man, male person o /om4,6')4r1e/

'about a man'

komunizm /komuni m/ communism' o komunizmie okomurlimje/

'about communism'

niosta /Aos a/ 'she carried' nie4li /1celi/ 'they carried'

wiozia /vjozwa/ 'she transported' wieki /vjeLi/ 'they transported'

ei no46 press' 4e1314__ele/ /cia6enee/ 'pressure'

nie46 Me6e/ to carry roznie c /rozeW distribute.by__

carrying' (or /roz4e4/)

marznm./marzneV/ 'I'm freezing' marznie /ma zne 'he's freezing'
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eTzfa /pewzwa/ 'she crawled' ewzli/ 'they crawled'

1.3.5 Word-final clusters of the type /Cj/ do not occur. if as a result

of morphological processes such a cluster would otherwise occur in word=

final position, as, for example, if a morpheme otherwise ending in Cj

were to appear in word-final position, the /j/ is dropped.

ziemia /emja/ 'earth, land' ziem /Lm/ of lands'

gofqpia /gowembja/ 'of a pigeon' 'b /gowomp/ 'pigeon'

brwii/brvjOVi/ 'with an eyebrow' brew /bref/ 'eyebrow'

zfapiesz /zwapjeyou'll catch' zfap /zwap/ 'catch'

1.3.6.1 The combination of labial consonant (represented by Es) plus ji

plus /1/ does not occur. If morphological processes would otherwise cause

/Bj/ to appear before /1/, the /j/ falls.

premja /pr emja/ premium' prem1i /opremi/ 'about a premium'

ziemia /emja/ 'earth, land' o ziemi /c/emi/ 'about land'

-of-bia /gowembja/ 'of a pigeon' goTqb1 /gowembi/ 'pigeons'

brwiaL /brvj w/ 'with an eyebrow' b /brvi/ 'of an eyebrow'

1.3.6.2 The sequence CjC does not aoocur. If morphological processes would

otherwise cause such a sequence to appear, the /j/ falls.

zfapiesz /zwapjet/ 'you'll catch' zfujan /zwapmy/ 'let's catch'

ziemia emja/ 'land, earth' ziemski /zemski/ and zie /zemnY/

'pertaining to earth or land'

1. .1 Word- final /Cw/ does not occur except before an enclitic. When

morphological processes would otherwise cause the occurrence of such a

clu er, /w/ falls.

spado /spadwo/ ell' spadf /spat/ fell'
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1.3.7.2 The sequence CwC does not occur. When morphological processes would

otherwise cause the occurrence of such a sequence, /w/ falls.

jable_ /jabwek/ 'of apples' aka /japEa/ 'apple's'

1.3.8 When morphological processes would otherwise cause /t/ to be followed

by /0, the /t/ falls. Thus ojciec /ojec/ 'father' (stem /ojtc-/ with

substitutive softening of /t/ before movable /e/, see 1.5.2.1.5 below),

genitive ojca /ojca/.

1.3.9.1 The sequence /VtAl/ does not occur. When morphological processes

would otherwise cause such a sequence to appear, /t/ is replaced by n"./.

wiatr /vjatr/ 'wind' wietrze /ovjege/ 'about wind'

1.3.9.2 The cluster /cs does not occur in word-final position or before

vvanother consonant. When morphological processes would other- ise cause /es/

to appear in word-final position or before a consonant, the /'/ falls.

vv
popatrzyc /popacsyc/ to look popatrz /popaa7 'look!'

popatrzmy /popany/ 11 = look'

vvvv
1.3.10 /1/ never occurs after the retracted consonants /S z c 3/ or the

dental affricates /0 and /3/. When morphological processes would otherwise

cause an /i/ to appear after such a consonant, the /i/ is replaced by /y/.

f /
broni /bronic 'to-defend', Ympic /kup buy', but

uczy4 ay87 teach'

wsi /fei/ 'of a village', brwi /brvi/ 'of an eyebrow', but

rzeczy /1e4/ of a thing', nocy /nocy/ 'of night'

Francuzi /francuni 'Frenchmen', chTqpi /xwopi/ 'peasants', but

Norwedzy /norve3y/ 'Norwegians', polacy/ 'Poles'
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/ /1.3.11 /y/ never occurs after the palatal consonants Ix z c 3 n/, the

semivowel /j/, and two of the velars /k/ and /g/. When morphological

processes would otherwise cause /y/ to appear after such a consonant, it is

replaced by /ih, simultaneously /k g- k' g'/ (see 1.3.12). Thus, in the

adjective paradigm we-have from the base /star-/ 'old' stary /scary /,

starym /starym/, starych /staryx/, /starymi/, but from /teti-/

'cheap' and /polsk-/ 'Polish' we have tani /tani/, tanim /tanim/ tanich

jtaiix /, and polski polsk'i/, polskim /polsk'im/, olskich /polsk'ix/,

olskimi /polsk'imi. In the noun paradigms we haven /psy/ 'dogs'

but ptaki /pta0i/ 'birds' and gTowy /gwovy/ 'of a head', kr61e /krulcvny/

'of a queen', macochy /macoxy/ 'of a stepmother', but rIki /renk'i/

'of a hand', nogi /noel/ 'of a foot', iarni kavjarrli/ 'of a cafe', szyi

/yji/ 'of a neck'. We also have (21242HiHg-/rozbudovyva/ 'to be

building up', 22hlatig /pokazyva8/ 'to show', but pagIIArg /poleg'iva

'to be lying around'.

1.3.12 Whenever within the boundary of a word morphological processes

would otherwise cause a /k/ or /g/ to be followed by /e/ not followed by

a/ or nasal plus stop (i.e. not from former and orthographic --) or

to be followed by /i/, /k g/ are replaced by /k' g'/.3 To reiterate:

/k g/ before /e/ (except /e/ plus /V/ or nasal plus stop) and g' /.

Let us examine some examples from the adjective paradigm on the bases

/star-/ 'old', /p lsk-/ 'Polish', and /ubog-/ 'poor': stare /stare/,

starego/ staremu /staremu/, stare' /starej/, scarych /staryx /,

but 2.211h1 /polsk'e /, 2RA!iego /polsk'ego /, poiskiernu /polsklemui,

polskiei /polsk'ej/, and ubogie /ubog'e /, ubogiego /ubog'ego, ubo iemu

/uhoglemu/, polskieh /polskfix/, ub2Risi /ubog'ej/ LilogIsh /ubogrix/.

A further example, the instrumental singular from one of the noun paradigms

on the bases /xwon-/ 'npasmnr1 /nnlm / 'p. 1c' PS A -
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ch-lopem /xwopem /, Polakiem /polak'e / /norveg'em/.

1.3.13 Whenever an inflexional morpheme (suffix, formant or ending

otherwise beginning with a vowel follows a morpheme ending in a vowel

with no intervening phoneme zero allomorphs may intervene), the inflexional

morpheme will be realized in an allomorph with an added initial W.

Compare nieg7 /Ifeg"-0-671/ 'to carry', niesiesz /rIaed-e4/ 'you carry' with

myc /my-0-67 'to wash' myjesz /my-je4/ you wash', 04 /pi-0-c/ to drink',

2112!/pi-je-g/ 'you drink', czu

'you feel'.

D feel' czujesz /

1.3.14 4// never appears before stops or affricates. When a morphological

process would otherwise cause /0/ to appear before a stop or affricate,

/W/ is replaced by /m/ before nasal stops, /ri/ before palatal affricates and

palato-velar stops, and /- / before all other stops and affricates.

/zeothsy/ 'having bent' z /zglenty/ 'bent'

/zg'ol/ 'to bend'

1.4 Morphophonemic changes conditioned by style.

1.4.1 In non-deliberate speech of ordinary conversational speed, /n/ and

0/n/ followed by a fricative tend to be replaced by /V/ and /j/ respectively.

It is extremely difficult to state general rules on this point, as individual

lexical items present considerable variation. In general, replacement is

the more likely to take place the more familiar (statistically frequent in

occurrence) the lexical item involved is. Thus, in words of great frequency

of occurrence, the replacement will take place even in quite deliberate speech,

while in less frequently occurring words, particularly learned words

borrowed from other languages, replacement may be avoided even in normal

conversation. One may also say that there is a slightly greater tendency
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for III/ to be replaced than /n/, and that /n/ is less readily replaced

before labial fricatives than before others. Thus we have:

HriTn!ashy 'intrigues, conspiracy usually /kowsexty/,

/kongaxty/ possible.

/ V /inyajer 'engineer' zyner/ or /inzyner,

inspiracja 'inspiration' /iwapiracja/ or /inspiracja/

inszosc difference /iwsosc/ or /insosc/

infant 'infant' /infant/ more usual, but /itlfant/ quite possible

tynf (name of an obsolete coin) /tynf/ usual, but /tyUf/ possible

.e _we
almost

_ _ _czynsz 'rent' /cyws/ almost always, /cyns/ barely possible

(4.,v ,. iv ,tanszy 'cheaper' itajsy/ almost always, rarely /tansy/

12La 'saltier' /swoVy/ almost always, rarely /sw6n'gY/

Kaminski (a family name) almost always /kam Yaki/, /kamiriski/

possible only in the most deliberate speech,

1.4.2 In normal colloquial speech /V/ does not appear before /1/ and /w/.

Thus, when morphological processes cause /w/ to appear before /1/ and

/w/, the /U/ is normally lost. It can however be preserved in deliberate

speech. Thus:

a 'she was bending' /g a/, /g'er,Twa/

ill 'they were bending' /gvell./, /- ii/

The above statement is formulated to cover the total Polish structure,

but it comes into effect only in the 1-forms of e type verbs with bases

or stem-suffixes ending in nasals.

1.4.3 In word-final position /W4/ does not occur in many varieties of

colloquial speech. Same speakers replace /1,/ wf.th /w/ after /e _ while

others replace /1V/ with /w/ after /o/, but drop br/ altogether after /e/



mo- 'I can' /mogew/ or /moge/ coll., /mogerd deliberate

kobie, 'woman' (Asg.) /kobjetew/ or /kobjete/ coll., /k bjete*/ delib.

lr 'they'll shout' /kyknow/ coll., /kgykno*/, delib.

SA 'this (f. Asg.)' /tow/ coll., /tow/ delib.

1.4.4 In rapid speech unstressed /e/ between consonants (particularly in

a syllable immediately following a stressed syllable) tends to be replaced

by /y/ (excepting after consonants which/y/ does not follow, where it is

replaced by /i/). Thus:

wolniel 'more slowly' /volliej/ or /volLj/

tel 'also' / / or /tyg/

V VY IIprzypatr
/
al to look at /pgypage4e*/ or /psypacsycse/

1.5 Non-automatic morphophonemic c anges.6

1.5.1 Consonant changes.

1.5.1.1 Substitutive softening.

Between the allomorphs of many single morphemes we note consonantal

alternations. Thus we have:

szkoa /kow -a/ 'school' o szkole o-gkol-e/ 'aout school'

n-,n

one /zon-a 'wife' o onie on-e/ 'about my wife'

--,( L.,' 6

Kara /kar-a/ 'fine' o karze /o-ka-e/ 'about a fine'

siostra aostr-a/ 'sister' o siostrze /o-ostlf-e/ 'about sister'

We see that /r/ alternates with both /A// and /A//, /1// occurring only when

the preceding segmental phoneme is a voiceless consonant, occurring

otherwise.

In a similar frame we have labial consonants alternating with labial

plus /j/:



baba /bab-a/ 'old woman'
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babie /o-babj-e/ 'about an old woman'

mapa /map-a/ 'map' o maple /o-mapj-e/ 'about a map'

trawa /trav-a/ 'grass' otrawie /o-cravj-e/ 'about grass'

szafa /gaf-a/ 'cupboard' o szafie /0-safj-e/

Firma /firm-a/ 'firm' o firmie /0-fir j-e/

Now let us examine some other consonants in like frames:

kosa /kos-a/ 'scythe' o kosie /o-k0S-e/

skaza /skaz-a/ 'defect, blemish' pakazie /o-ska-e/

zapTata /za-pwat-a/ 'payment o zapTacie /o-za-pwa61-e/

p_rygoda /pgy-god-a/ 'occasion" /0-p4y-goi-e/

zemsta /ze-mat -a/ 'revenge' o zem cie /0-ze-m-e/

jazda /jazd-a/ 'trip' p jezdzie /o-jez3-e/

In the same morpheme we note a further change:

kosi /koS-i-0/ he mows' luls/kog-e-1157 'I mow

skazi iskai-i-0/ 'he'll blemish' ejsaL%/ska-e-VPI'll blemish

praci /pwac-i-0/ 'he's paying' p_s2iipwac-e-V7/ 'I'm paying'

godzi /god -i -0/ 'he agrees' godzeL/g03-gd 'I agree'

// . / 111,0 /InSC1 S1 msc-i-w-sew/ .he takes revenge' /msc-e-w-sew/

'I take revenge'

je4dzi /je-i-0/ 'he rides e q / ez3-e-w/ 'I ride

Let us examine the velar consonants in the same fashion:

rta /renk-a/ 'hand' 2_14g! /o- rent -e/ 'about a hand'

rka /ron'E.-k-a/ 'little hand'

nogg /nog-a/ 'foot' o nodze /o-no3-e/ 'about a foot'

noiek /nuz-ek-0/ 'of little fee

mucha /mux-a/ 'fly' o musze /o- muse/ 'about a fly'

cichy /cixy/ 'quiet' cisi /cis i/ 'quiet (plural)'

When /w n r/ and the labials show only one alternation in these frames,

z k g x/ each show two replacements. For the purpose of classifying
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these alternations /w n r p b f vmtdszkgx/ will be termed stage I.

/1 s)/ will be termed stage 11 with relation to n r/ as will

each labial plus /j/ in relation to the corresponding labial without /j/.

.//Fvvy v/c szczs/ will be termed stage IIa and /c 3szc3 s/ stage IIb in

relation to /t d s z k g x/. Every Polish consonant except /j/ and the

nasal semivowels appears either as stage I or stage II a or b. No

phoneme appears both in stage 1 and II, though some phonemes appear as

stage II counterparts to two or more stage iI consonants. /z/ s IIa to

both /r/ and /g/ and IIb to /z/, for example; /c/ is IIb to /t/ and /k/,

etc. On the basis of the foregoing, the following table may be constructed:

labial liquid front velar

b f v m w r n i- 2 t d t zd k g x Stage I
,

pj bj A vj
(g)

C SC z3 s a Stage

b IIs 2 c sc 2 c 3 s

In alternations of the above type, which I will term substitutive

softening, each consonant alternates only with the consonant immediately

above or below it on the table.5 The utility of this classification lies

in the fact that it provides an easy means of describing the various

occurrences of substitutive softening which are extremely co ctmon in Polish

morphology. The utility is increased by grouping certain consonants on

stage I and assigning to them together with their stage II counterparts

arbitrary designations (which I have based on the articulatory position

of the stage I consonants). In general, consonants of these four groups

show the same alternations, that is, if in a given morphological change

one front consonant changes from stage I to lib, the other front consonants

will also change to Ilbs whereas velars might well show a change to IIa.
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A few examples will now be given showing the application of this

classification to various morphological changes.

We observe the change which takes place in the base-final consonant

between the locative singular and the remaining cases of nouns, using

examples already given. The examples will be given in phonemic

the nominative form first, then the locatives:

/mapa mapje, baba babje, afa trays travje,

firma firmje, 'gkowa gkole, tiara kae, ena zone,
/

kola koge, skaza F skate, zapwa a = zapwace, jazda jez3e,

renka - ranee, nogg no3e, muxa - muse/

On the basis of the above classification of substitutive softening, we

may formulate the statement: Nouns having stage I consonants in base-final

position before other case endings show, before the locative singular

ending /e/, stage II consonants if the base-final consonant is labial or

liquid, stage IIa .if the base-final consonant is front or is /x/, and

stage lib if it is /k/ or /g/.

Let us consider another change, which occurs in the base-final consonant

in the masculine personal nominative plural of adjectives. Below we give the

masculine nominatives singular and the masculine personal nominative plural

forms of a number of adjectives.

staby /swaby/ Sabi /swabi/ 'weak', t /tempy/ Llpi /tempi/

'dull', kulawy /kulavy/ kulawi /kulavi/ 'lame', zna om-

/znajomy/ znajomi /znajomi/ 'acquaintance' stagy / stagy/

starzy /stay/ 'old', bialy /bjawy/ biali /bjali/ 'white',

petny /pewny/ pelni /pewAi/ 'full', bpsaty /bogaty/ $o aci

-/bogah/, 'rich', chudy /xudy/ chudzi /xuii/ 'thin', bosom

/bony/ bosi /bogi/ 'barefoot', wielki /vjelk'i wielcy /vjelcy/
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F,'great', ubogi /ubog'i/ ubodzy /ubo3y/ 'poor', /cixy/

V Veisi /cisi/ 'quiet', /pjerf sy/ ierwai /pjerfi/ 'first':

We may formulate the statement: Adjectives having stage I base-final

consonants before other case endings show, before the masculine personal

nominative plural ending /1/ or /y/, stage I (no change) if the base-final

consonant is labial, stage II if the base-final consonant is liquid,

stage Ha if it is front, and stage lib if it is velar. In addition,

base final /g/ (stage III)) changes to /0 (stage Ha).

Almost all non - automatic consonant changes in Polish are a variety

of substitutive softening and are easily described in terms of the above

frame of reference. Stage I consonants have traditionally been termed

'hard' in contrast to stage II consonants and /j /, which have traditionally

been called 'soft'. This is a useful dichotomy, since only nouns with

'hard' stems (stems occurring with base-final stage I consonant in at least

some cases other than nominative and accusative singular) show substitutive

softening, and nouns with soft stems in some cases have different endings

from those with hard stems. Thus:

chata /xata/ 'hut' o chacie /oxae/ 'about a hut'

kawiarnia /kavjarica/ 'cafe' o kawiarni /okavjartii/ 'about a cafe'

woz /vus/ wagon' o wozie /ovoi-e/ 'about a wagon

lokat /lokaj/ 'lackey' o loka u /olokaju/ 'about a lackey'

dyrektor /dyrektor/ 'director' dyrektofy /dyrekto.i7y/ 'directors'

tragarz /traga/ 'porter' tragarze /traga e/ 'porters'

Effect of substitutive softening on clusters:

Except for /st zd/, which undergo softening as units, only the final

consonant of a cluster undergoes substitutive softening. A consonant is

affected by the substitutive softening of a consonant following it only

insofar as the automatic morphophonemic principles of the language come

into play. Thus:
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izba /izba/ 'room, chamber' i7bie /o +izbje/ 'about the room'

bursa /bursa/ 'exchange' o bu sie /oburIe/ 'about the exchange'

nafta /nafta/ 'petroleum'

iskra /iskra/ 'spark'

nafcie /onafce/ 'about petroleum'

iskrze /o-Fiskse/ 'about a spark'

Polska /polska/ 'Poland' o Pflisce /opolsce/ 'about Poland'

11a /ranga/ 'rank' o randze /oran3e/ about rank'

panna /panna/ 'young lady' o pannie /opailie/ 'about a young lady'

wiosna /vjosna/ 'spring' o wiosnie /ovjogile/ 'about spring'

pasmo /1 lsmo/ 'bank, strip asmie /opagmje/ 'about a band

1.5.1.2 Non-automatic consonant changes not resulting from substitutive

softening.

1.5.1.2.1 Alternations involving nasal consonants.

/Owl in r/. The alternation appears in verbs of the e class ith

base-final nasals. Base-final /n/ or its stage II counterpart /11,/ appears

in the present-stem forms, /%'!// or its replacements (see 1.3.14 above) in

the infinitive-stem forms. It also occurs in nouns like imie /imjerd 'name

where /r/ occurs in the nominative and accusative singular, /1-1/ in the

remaining cases of the singular, and /n/ in the plural. Thus: zegnet -gn-e-r/

'I'll bend', gniesz /zergA-e4/ 'you'll bend' versus zgi szy /z-gjow- -fsy/

'having bent', zsV /z-gj bend' /z-gjo-0-w-0/ 'he bent',

itt /z-gj -0-t-y/ 'bent'. Also: in24 /imjer-0/ 'name'

/imjen-a/ 'of a name' imiona /imjon-a/ 'names'.

imienia

/(m mj) r/. This alternation also appears in verbs of the e class

with base-final nasals. Base-final /m/ or its stage II counterpart /mj/

appears in the present-stem forms, / / or its replacements in the infinitive-

stem form. Thus: zajmei/za-jm-e4/ 'I'll occupy', zajmie /za-jmj-e-0/

'he'll occupy' versus zliv /za-jori-O-c/ 'to occupy', a -sz y /za-jow- -fs
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'having occupied', KjV /zP,- -0-w-' 'she occupied' zajvy /za-jen-0-t--

'occupied'.

1.5.1.2.2 Alternations of consonant and zero.

/(t L/1 /c) 0/. This alternation of /t/ and its stage TIa counterpart

/C/ with zero occurs in conjunction with and is conditioned by the alternation

/(-11-", n) vi w/. /t/ occurs after /n/ /t/ after /n/ and zero after R:17.

Thus: .71-24n/zvjezew-0/ 'animal', zwia /zvjeze c-a, 'of an animal'

zwierzta /zvjeent =a/ 'animals'.

/dLIA 0/. This is an alternation of /d/ its stage II counterparts

/3/ and /3 /)on the one hand and zero on the other. occurs only in the

bases of the verbs dad /d.a/ 'to give', jeg /jest/ to eat', and wiedzie

/
/vje3ec/ 'to know' and always occurs in conjunction with alternation of

the preceding vowel with zero.

dadz /daro-ri/ 'they'll give' dae /d-a4/ 'to give' dam -a-m/

'I'll give'

wiedziee' /vje3-e4/ know' wiem /vj -e -m/ IT know'

wiedzaL/vje3-o4/ 'they know' wie /vj-e-0/ 'he knows'

ada /jad-0-w-e/ 'she ate' JsLii /j-e-m/ 'I'm eating'

'edz /Je3-041/ 'they're eating' fl /j-e-0/ 'he's eating'

jedzny /je3-o-n-y/ 'eaten'

It will be seen from the above examples that the third person plural

present tense and all non-present-tense forms show /d/ (or its stage II

alternants) preceded by a vowel. In present tense forms other than the

third person plural both /d/ and the preceding vowel are replaced by zero

in the verb base.

/s L/10/. This alternation occurs only in Lae first and second person

plural verbal ending morphemes.
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em /j-e-my/ 'we're eating jed14Ey /jed-0-1-i4my/ 'we were eating'

/ /eerie /j-e-ce/ 'you're eating' 'edliscie /jed-0-1-i-sce/ 'you were eating'

/1( 0 0/ and /v.1 0/. These alternations appear in verbs of the e

class with base-final /k/ and /g/. In the infinitive /k/ and /g/ are

replaced by zero. In these verbs the infinitive formant also shows the

allomorph /c/ (stage rib) rather than /d// (stage IIa) which occurs otherwise.

piekra (pjek-0-w-a/ 'she baked' /pje-0-c/ 'to bake'

megla /mog-0---a) 'she was able' mSc /mu-0-c/ 'to be able'

/v 0/. In the stem-extensions of certain verbs /v/ alternates with

zero, /v/ appearing in the infinitive-stem forms and zero in the present-

stem forms.

dawa /da-v-a-6./ 'to give/ daje /da-je -O/ 'he's giving'

/
malowac mal-ov-a-c/ 'to paint/ malujesz /mal-u-je4/ 'you're painting

zachowywa /za-xov-yv-a4/ 'to be keeping' zachowu'esz /za-xov-u-je47

'you're keeping'

1.5.1.2.3 Miscellaneous consonant alternations.

/tvi This alternation occurs only in the verbs of the e/a class

having base-final /t/, /t/ appearing in the infinitive-stem forms, and

v/, in the present-stem forms.

v v vszeptac /Sept-a-c/ 'to whisper' szepcze sepc-e-0/ 'he's whispering

/t s/ and /d s/. This alternation occurs only in verbs of the e

class with base-final /t/ or /d/. /t/ or /d/ are replaced by a/ in

the infinitive.

wiodTa /vjod-0-w- a/ 'she was leading' wiethitC /vje1-04/ 'to lead'

plot a /plot-0-w-a/ she was plaiting' pleil /ple-0-/ to plait'

1.5.2 Vowel changes

1.5.2.1 Changes conditioned by phonemic environment.
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1.5.2.1.1 Change conditioned by preceding consonant.

/e 0/1. This alternation does not occur between the forms of a

single paradigm, but only between forma consituting separate paradigms. The

consonant preceding /e/ is stage II and thateeceding /0/ is stage 1.7

ciec /Lc/ 'to flow' Iptok /potok/ 'stream'

ciekTo /cekwo/ 'it flowed'

rzekTa /Zelcwa/ 'she said' wyrok /vyrok/ 'sentence'

/ iv
czerwienszy /cervjensy/ 'redder' czerwany /cervony/ 'red'

1.5.2.1.2 Changes conditioned by following consonant;

/e to o/2. This alternation may occur between the forms of a single

paradigm. The consonant preceding is always stage II. The consonant

following /e/ is stage II and that following /0 is stage I. The stage II

consonant may either follow /e/ immediately or occur in a cluster following

/e/.8

mienia /imjefla/ 'of a name' imiona /imjona/ 'names'

/vypjent-Ci/ 'baked (pl.) wyieczony /vypjenny/

'baked' (sg.)

ciala ela/ 'chisel' cios /dos/ 'blow'

/e Lei a/. In this alternation, which may occur between the forms of

a single paradigm, the vowel follows. a stage II consonant or /j/. /a/ is

followed by a stage I consonant, /e/ by stage II. The stage II consonant

may either follow /e/ immediately or occur in a cluster following /e/.9

powiedzie /povjeeZ/ to tell (perfective)' powiada

/povjadac// 'to tell (imperfective)'

jedzie /je31e/ 'he rides' jadeL/jad4/ 'I .ride'

ojezdzie /ojezp/ 'about a trip' jazda /jazda/ 'trip'

widzieli /vieli they saw' widziaa /viawa/ 'she saw'
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w lesie /vieSe/ 'in a forest' las /la s/ 'forest'

o wietrze /ovjege/ 'about wind' wiatr /vjatr/ 'wind'

mel amjeli/ 'daring (plural)' S'rrmaly /mjawy/ 'daring (sin ula

dziedzic /e3iic/ 'heir, squire' dzadek /'adek/ 'grandfather'

siedli /dedli/ 'they sat' siadn aadwa/ 'she sat'

Alternations of /e/ and /a/ before /r/. These alternations occur only

between forms consituting separate paradigms.1°

/(e a)r/l. In this alternation /a/ appears when the consonant

following /r/ is stage I, /e/ when it is stage 11. The consonant preceding

the alternation is always stage II.

czerni /ertfli / blacken'y arny/ 'black'

/(e a)r/2. In this alternation, when /a/ appears, both the consonant

preceding it and the consonant following /r/ are stage I. When /e/

appears, both the consonant preceding it and the consonant following /r/

are stage II.

kmier amjerd/ 'death' martwy /martfy/ 'dead'

twierdziai /tfjerie/ 'to affirm/ twardy /tfardy/ 'hard'

1.5.2.1.3 Changes conditioned by syllabic structure. These changes may

occur between forms consituting a single paradigm.

/o v." u/1 /o/ appears in open syllables, /u/ in closed syllables,

when the alternation appears within a paradigm. When the alternation

appears between forms constituting separate pared g both /o/ and /u/

may appear in. either open or closed, syllables. This alternation occurs

principally in morphemes where the final consonant is voiced in some

allomorph. It occurs only in a relatively small number of morphemes where

the final consonant is always voiceless or is a nasal. When this alternation

11occurs, the traditional orthography uses the character p to write /u/.
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5to /stuw/ 'table' stow /st / a table'

og /ruk/ 'corner, horn' L9111 /rogu/ 'of a corner'

/sul/ 'salt' soli /soli/ f salt'

dr6,g /druk/ 'of roads' iog,A /droga/ 'road'

/pul/ 'of fields' pole /pole/ 'field'

p6lko /pulko/ 'little field'

robot /robut/ 'of works' robota /robota/ 'work'

rob6tka /robutka/ 'little job'

.got6w /gotuf/ 'ready' Lotowy /gotovy/ 'ready'

pom6c /pomuc/ 'to help' omo /pomogeV/ 'I'll help'

yomoie /pomuk/ 'he helped' poa /pomogwa/ 'she helped'

/pomukgy/ 'having helped'

Porni /pomA/ 'help!' _op121- /porno e/ 'he'll help'

pomecie /pomuZe/ 'help!'

zr6b /zrup/ 'do...!' zrobi /zrobJi/ 'to make, do'

zr6bmy /zrubmy/ 'let's do..

07/1. In this alternation the vowel is followed by a nasal

'phoneme, namely /V/ or its replacements. That is, /w/ appears before all

fricatives, except palatal fricatives, /j/ before palatal fricatives,

/m/ before labial stops, /17/ before palatal stops and affricates, a.nd /n/

before dental, retracted, and velar stops and affricates. /V/ is lost in

non- deliberate speech before /1/ and /w/. When this variation appears

within a paradigm, /e/ occurs when the following it-iy or its replacement is

followed by consonant plus vowel, while /o/ occurs if the /t;)/ is followed

by word-boundary or by consonant plus consonant or word-boundary. 12

//
/zg'onc/ bend'-_l-c ig'erfei 'bending'

zgi wszy /zeotlfsy/ 'having bent' mi_la /zg'enty/ 'bent'
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/zec4/ 'he bent' ziga /z 'Xwa/ 'she bent'

(deliberate speech style)

rk /ronk/ 'of hands' I:AM /renka/ 'hand, arm'

zka /ron&a/ 'little hand'

jagni_* /jagrfont/ 'of lambs' lagni9ta /jadenta/ 'lambs'

jagnialtko /jagontko/ 'little lamb'

zaib /zomp/ 'tooth' z9pa /zemba/ 'of a tooth'

4/1t /'fjento/ 'holiday' 41-t /fjont/ 'of holidays'

/motg/ 'husband' Esia ime12a/ 'of a husband'

afiont/ 'of holidays' _41t-Ii2 /6fjento/ 'holiday'

1.5.2.1.4 Change conditioned by vowel in following syllable.

/(e_ o)t1/2. In this alternation /e/ occurs when there is /i/ or

/y/ in the following syllable. /o/ occurs otherwise.

pienitlz! /pjeAon3e/ 'money' pieni: y /pje4en3y/ 'of money'

ienedzmi
/

/pjenen3mi/ 'with money'

miesi.s /mje4onc/ 'month' miesi- /mjes'ency/ 'months'

1.5.2.1.5 Alternation of vowels with zero. All these alternations may

occur between forms constituting a single paradigm.

/c 1.40/1. Movable /e/ without substitutive softening.

Morphemes frequently occur having one allomorph consisting of or

terminating in a consonant cluster, which allomorph appears before vowels,

and another allomorph containing /e/ before the final consonant, which latter

allomorph appears before a consonant or before word-boundary. In addition,

certain suffixes have one allomorph consisting of one or more consonants,

which appears when the suffix is followed by a vowel and another allomorph

consisting of an /e/ followed by these consonants when the suffix is

followed by word-boundary or by a consonant. Further, all prefixes and
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Repositions which have an allomorph terminating in a consonant prefixes

and prepositions with but one allomorph all terminate in vowels) also have

an allomorph with an added /e/. In the case of prefixes, the allomorph

terminating in /e/ is used before bases beginning with consonant clusters.

In the case of prepositions, the allomorph with /e/ is used before bases

beginning with a limited number of clusters, which must be listed separa

for each preposition. I refer to this /e/ which alternates with zero

as 'movable e'. Its occurrence frequently prevents the formation of

consonant clusters incompatible with'the Polish phonological system.13

The phonemes /k/ and /g/ are replaced by /k'/ and /g'/ respectively

before 'movable e'. Examples:

dziadka / atka/ of grandfather' dziadek /3adek/ 'grandfather'

corka /curka/ 'daughter' carer /curek/ 'of daughters'

bocca /bocca/ 'of a push' bodziec /bo-ec/ 'push'

ciotka ci otka/ 'aunt ciotek /cotek/ 'of aunts'

cioteczna /c/.otena/ 'pertaining to one's aunt'

kufra /kufra/ 'of a trunk' kufer /kufer/ 'trunk'

ba /wba/ 'of a head' deb /wep/ 'head (of an animal)'

/pewny/ 'full' peen /pewen/ 'full'

jecirio /jedno/ 'one' den /jeden/ 'one'

rozdar /rozdar/ 'he tore up' rozedrze /rozedn/ 'he'll tear up'

/vanglji/ 'in England' we Franeji /vefrancji/ 'in France'

okno /okno/ 'window' kien /ok'en/ 'of windows'

ognia /ogna f fire' o ien hog'efi/ 'fire'

This alternation also occurs not conditioned by the above-stated phonological

factors when /e/ occurs as a base-extension in the present-stem forms of

certain verbs:
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dolac /do-l-a-c/ 'to add by pouring' dole' sz /do -le-

'you'll add by pouring'

/e _0/2. Movable /e/ with substitutive softening.

In the examples given above there was no change in the consonants

preceding movable /e/, except those occasioned by general morphophonemic

principles. In many cases where movable /e/ occurs (never however in

a prefix or preposition) it may be accompanied by substitutive softening,

the consonant preceding /e/ being stage II when /e/ is present and stage I.

when it is not.

dnia /dria/ 'of a day' dzien /4e1i/ 'day'

ch'opca /xwopca/ 'of a boy' chit-iec /xwopjec/ 'boy'

wsi /f4i/ 'of a village' wie /vje4/ 'village'

dworca /dvorcu/ 'of a station' dworzec /dvolec/ ailroad station'

/
/ojca/ 'of father' clitiec /ojcet/ 'father'

This alternation may also occur in verb roots, in which case occurrence

of /e/ is not conditioned by the position of the morpheme before consonant

or word-boundary. Rather, it occurs interparadigmatically or between

present and infinitive stems. Thus:

slat /swat/ /po4Llit/ 'to make a bed' (root: /sw- scell)

V r 0 / V /I ,rzezat /zezac/ to butcher, circumcise rznac /rznonc/ to cut'

/0 0/1. Movable /o/ with substitutive softening. Movable /o/ occurs

in the same phonemic enviro- -ents as movable /e/, but does not occur in

prefixes, suffixes, or prepositions. It occurs much more rarely than

movable /e/. The consonant before /o/ is always stage II, being stage I

when /o/ is absent.

kota /kot a/ 'of a kettle' kocior /koLw 'kettle'

koa /kozwa/ 'of a goat' koizio /- zow/ 'goat'goat'
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/aLn 0/. This alternation takes place before In or its stage II

,v,
alternate /nate Zi. /a/ appears when the is followed by a consonant or

is word-final. Zero appears when the /r/ is followed by a vowel.' This

alternation occurs mainly in verbs of the e class with base-final /.

d- -ire. 'I'm tearing' darT /dar/ 'he was tearing'

drze /die/ 'he's tearing' dare /darwa/ 'she was tearing'

In

drze bilfee/ 'to tear' Alm /darty/ 'torn'

,

marznic /marznonc/ freeze' mrz /mrus/ 'frost'

mrozu /mrozu/

e root of /mar z- mroz- mruz-/ there is a parallel alternation

which latter is combined with /a 1,./1

1.5.2.2 Vowel changes conditioned by phonemic environment.

1.5.2.2.1 Alternations of vowel with zero. The first two alternations

appear in verb roots, /i/ or /y/ appearing when the root is actualized

as the base of an iterative or prefixed imperfective verb and being absent

when the root is actualized as the base of an unprefixed imperfective or

prefixed perfective verb.

zapominac /za-po-min-a-c/ zapomniec a-po-mn-e- forget'

/yIA 0/.

221Ale po-wyk-a-c/ po0n /po-wk-non -0-t/ swallow'

/o(. 0/2 /o/ appears as a base-extension in the present-stem forms

of the verbs stet 'to stand' and bay sie fear'.

stac /st-a-c/ stand' stojisz s---ji-g/ 'you're standing'

1.5.2.2.2 Alternations of /u/ with /o/ and /y/. These alternations occur

mainly in the verbal stem-suffixes u/ov and u /yr, where they are conditioned

by the alternation ivo 0/ (see above 1.5.1.2.2), /0/ and /y/ appearing with

/v/ and /u/ with
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ma o ac _al-ov-a-c paint' malujesz /mal-u-je4/ 'you're painting

/o y/.

zachowywadi /za-xov-yv-a-6. 'to be keeping' zachowuiesz

/za-xov-u-je4/ 'you're keeping'

1.5.2.2.3 a/. This alternation appears between the bases of perfective

verbs and their imperfective counterparts, /0/ appearing in perfective,

/a/ in imperfective verbs.

zwolnic /zvoir-1-6 zwalnia zvalli-a-d'/ to free'

1.5.2.5 Combinations of special vowel changes.

Below, we list combinations of vowel changes which occur in Polish.

It is not an exhaustive list of all occurring combinations, but it lists

the most common ones.

/evl (o u)/1
/e v' is the principal alternation with /oLA u/1

subordinate on the /o/ side.

lezec /lel'e/ 'to be lying Tole /woze/ 'bed'

lec /lec/ lie down' Uko /wuko/ 'bed'

legIo /legwo/ 'it lay down'

/e Lei (0

subordinate.

u )/2. /e 0/2 is the principal alternation with /o vi u/1

ziele /zele/ 'greens' zion /owo/ 'herb'

zar auW/ 'of herbs'

w kc4ciel /f_Adele/ 'in church' koLioTa /kodZowa/ 'of church'

RoAci: /kc:4c<uw/ 'church'

brzezina /bAfeLna/ 'birch grove' brzoza /bLza/ 'birch'

brzz /bifus/ 'of birches'
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sielski aelski/ 'pertaining to a hamlet' sioTo

si6I /uw/ 'of hamlets'

,/
/sowo/ 'hamlet'

wiedli /vjedli/ they led' wiodia /vjodwa/ 'she led'

wi6dT /vjut/ 'he led'

in one stem /vesel/ the consonant preceding /e/ is stage 1 instead of 11:

/
weseli /veseli/, wesoi'y /vesowy/ weso' /vesuw/ 'gay, happy'

o)f----n(oL/1 u)) vl 0/. This alternation represents a combination

of /e L4 0/1 as principal alternation and /eLA 01 subordinate to it.

Subordinate to the latter are /e Ulo/2 and /ote, u/1. We may take as an

example the verb root /br bjer bjor bjur bor bur/ in the following

/ /verb forms: brae /brae/ 'to take', bierze /bjee/ 'he's taking', rozhierac

/rozbjera/ 'to disasseMble', biore /bjor4/ 'I'm taking', rozb /rozbjuri

'partition (of Poland)', wybo'r /vybur/ 'selection', Eih=1 /vyboru/ 'of a

selection'.

/(e (0 Lel )(,,1 Pl. This alternation represents a combination of

/e o/1 and /eul o/2, /e 4,1 o/2 also being combined with /o u/1. ExaMple:

The verb root /nes nos nus nos/ in nieS76 /rfe4Z/ to carry', nie4li

/reli/ they carried' niesie /nese/ 'he's carrying' nip! /tloseV/

'I'm carrying', niosia /rioswa/ 'she carried'; nie;s? Mils/ 'he carried'

nosi /no4i/ 'to carry (-epetitiv )'.

/ (e vi u)/, This alternation represents a combination

of /eLel 0/1 and /e 0/2 each combined with /o_ /1 Examples: The verb

root /vjez vjoz vjuz voz vuz/ in wie'; /vjeAcil 'to haul, convey,

carry by enicle', wiezie /vjeze/ 'he's hauling', wioz /vjozew/ 'I'm

hauling' wiozTa /vjozwa/ 'she hauled', /vaidi/ 'to haul (repetitive

wozu /vozu/ 'of a wagon or vehicle', wd'z /vus/ 'wagon, vehicle'.

/ ( e s./1 (o u ) )

/e c/-1 o/2, /o u/1, and e

This alternation represents a combination of

/
a/. Examples: The root /greet gnot gout gnat/



in the verb wyghl! vygnesc/ to press out wygniecie vygnece

out', /vygnotew/ 'I'll press out', wvaniotTe /vygnotwo/

out', wygnihT /vygriut/ 'he

out perfective)!

e'lj. pr

pressed

attic/ed out! a&aLlta /vygnatac/ to press

/(o L, u) L1 a/. This alternation represents a combination of

/0 Ln u/1 and bo vl a/. Examples: The root /mog mug magi in lic.TELe,L

/pomogen 'I'll help', pomoL /pomo'L/ 'he'll help', 221112ala,/pomogwa/

'she helped', pomog? /pomuk/ 'he helped', pomcic /pomuc/ 'to help (perfective,

pomaga /pomagad/ 'to help (imperfective)l. The /mov muv maid in

mown /mova/ 'speech', mowie /muvidi 'to speak', ma i_i imavja6"/ 'to speak
/

(repetitive)'.

/u (y This alternation represents a combination of

the alternations /ui.e, y/, /y 0/, and /elm 0/1. Example: The root

/tx dex dyx dux/ in the words tchu /txu/ 'of breath', dech /dex/

'breath', zdechn-1 /zdexnoL/ and zdycha /zdyx_a/ 'to breathe' duch

/dux/ 'spirit', dusza /duA'a/ 'soul'.



footnotes

A word is defined as a syntactic element consisting of one or more

morphemes, which may occur freely in the env=ironment syntactic elements

of various kinds, but none of whose constituents may occur except in conjunction

with other elements of the same morphological category as those with which

it occurs within the word. (This definition is understood to apply only

to the word in Polish.) Thus, in the word ions aon-a/ 'wife' the ending

/a/ does not- occur except in conjunction with noun (and adjective) stems,

as in kobieta /kobjet-a/ 'woman', r /ron -k =a/ 'little hand', etc.,

while the base /l'on-/ occurs lly in conjunction with suffixes and

inflectional elements as in /ion -y/ 'of a wife', aori-e/ 'to a wife',

/'on -0/ 'of wives', /ten -sk- i/ 'feminine', etc. Enclitics such as imi/

'to me', /(e) / 'am', proclitics such as /- 'in' are words, since they

occur freely in the utterance with elements of various syntactic classes.

Thus, /( )m/ occurs in such diverse environments as kochaTem /kox-a-w-0-em/

'I loved (man speaking)', kochalg /kox-a-w-a- gin/ 'I loved (woman speaking)',

ciekawym /&ekav-y-m/ 'I'm interested (man speaking)', abym /a-by-m/ 'so

that I would

Words may in turn be divided into critics (en- and proclitics) and

non-clitics (independent words). The vast majority of Polish words are

non-clitic. Non-clitics have lexical stress, usually on the penultimate

syllable. They can occur as minimal free utterances and when occurring

within an utterance are marked by the possibility of occurrence of some

form of transition other than close transition at their boundaries.

Clitic elements have no stress of their own, but form one stress unit with

the word they precede or follow. Some words, such as pie /4/ 'no!, not'
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function sometimes as non-clitics (Nie! /341/ 'No.') sometimes as clitics

2/(nierobimy / nerob-imy1/ 'we're not making'). Compound words are

clusters-of two or more words functioning morphologically (not just

syntactically) as one word, i. having one set of inflexional elements

serving both stems. Compound words may have more than one lexical stress

and may have open transition within their bounds.

2
Prefixation is the occurrence of any of a limited number of morphemes

(less than twenty) before the word-base. More than one prefix may occur in

a word. It is difficult to define the morphological-syntactic status of

prefixes. Most of them occur as separate words (usually prepositions) also.

It is symptomatic that open transition may occur between a prefix and a base.

Compare the prefixed verb wjezdzic /v+jezjic/ 'to drive in' with the

01-'1
prisoner'.runprefixed word wi-zien vje jzen/ I am inclined to regard words

containing prefixes as a sub-category of compound words.

3
There are, of course, items which have basic paisto-velar before

plus nasal plus consonant (cf. z ety /zg'enty/); here, of course, there

is no alternation.

4 In this paper, when I refer to verb types and the breakdown of the

verb into various kinds of constituents such as prefix, base, stem-suffix,

thematic vowel, foment, and ending, the classification and division is

according to the analysis of the Polish verb morphology given below in

this work.

5 The term substitutive softening is, of course, not original with

me, but has been used by Slavicists previously.

6 It must be understood that the non-automatic sound changes listed

below as being determined or partially determined by phonemic environment

do not always occur when the requisite environment is present (if they did,



they would be, of course, au is sound changes). Very frequently,

whole paradigm will show but one allomorph of a given morpheme, while

other paradigms containing the same morpheme may show another allomorph or

both the first allomorph and another allomorph or allomorphs. However,

when such a special morphophonemic change occurs between forms of a single

paradigm, the alternant chosen is determined by the phonemic environment.

When a single paradigm shows but one alternant, the alternant occurring

in the paradigm is usually that required by the phonemic environment of the

majority of the forms or the statistically most frequent forms.

Historically, this situation is the result of analogical levelling within

the paradigm (T2IA410f1-1!na&). Thus, the adjective LigIx /bjaw-y/

`white' retains the vowel /a/ before the base final /1/ of the nominative

plural masculine personal form biali /bjal-i/, though /e/ would be expected

here (see point 1.5 2.1.2). The comparative forms Lii!LIEy /bjelgy etc.

show the /e/ conditioned by the phonemic environment.

7 Those concerned with the historical development of Slavic will; c

course, recognize this alternation as the reflex of Indo-European ablaut

variation between e and o grades, the substitutive softening resulting from

the originally allophonic palatalization in proto-Slavic.

8
Slavicists will, of course, recognize this as a result of the Polish

development whereby common Slavic /e/ before certain unpalatalized

consonants resulted in Polish /o/ while giving Polish /e/- in other positions.

9 This is the result of the Polish development whereby common Slavic /e/

before certain unpalatalized consonants resulted in /a/ and before palatalized

consonants in /e/, a development paralleling that described in footnote S.

10 The alternation takes place only when / / is followed by the consonants

/t d s z n/.



11
This results from fact that early Polish long /0/ of no matter

what origin fell together with J. In Old Polish /o/ was regularly

lengthened in closed syllables before 'certain voiced consonants.

12 This, of course, is the result of the change whereby a quantitative

change in the Old Polish nasal vowel resulted in two qualitatively different

nasal diphthongs /0/ and /4/, the former resulting from the short nasal

and the latter from the long nasal. The nasal vowel underweht lengthening

in closed syllables under conditions similar to those under which /o/ was

lengthened in Old Polish.

13
Stankiewlcz states that movable /e/ only occurs before the consonants

invnnrlwkgcc/ in bases containing a vowel other than the

movable Le



II

2.0 NOMINAL INFLECTION

Nominals in Polish include substantives. adjectives, pronouns, and

numerals. The nominal inflectional system distinguishes up to seven

eases (VNAGDLI)--though no one nominal will show a different

ending for each of the cases, and two numbers (singular and plural).

In the singular the genders masculine, neuter and feminine are :istinguished;

within the masculine the distinctions animate vs. inanimate are relevant in

the singular. In the plural the gender distinctions are (masculine)

personal vs. non-personal. All nominals consist of the stem plus an

ending. The stem will contain a root and optionally prefixes and suffixes.

Inflection is accomplished by the alternation of endings with possible

accompanying changes in the stem.

2.1 SUBSTANTIVES

Substantives may be divided into five inflectional types. Type A

includes all neuter substantives. E includes all masculine substantives

in which the A and G cases have a common ending. These are primarily

masculine substantives denoting persons. Type C includes all masculine

substantives in which the N and A cases share the same ending. These are

primarily masculine substantives which do not denote animate beings.

Type D includes all feminine substantives in which N and A sg. share the

same ending. Type E includes all feminine substantives in which the N and A

cases have different endings in the singular. There are also substantives

with singular of one type and plural of another. Of such mixed types, the

one containing the most substantives is perhaps BC (singular of type B,

plural of type C) including primarily masculine substantives denoting animate
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beings which are not persons, e.g. animals, but also "expressive"

(affective) variants of B nouns, carrying derogatory connotation. EB

type also contains a fair number of substantives. The remaining mixed

types contain but a few substantives each. Four masculine substantives

show mixed substantive-adjectival declensional type: sdzia 'judge',

'hrabia 'court', margrabia 'margrav and bur rebia 'burgrave' have E type

endings in the singular, except for AGD and alternate L, which have

adjective endings, while the plural has B type endings. Alternate endings

of adjective type are also admitted in the AGD sg. Substantives show the

following endings;

Singular

A B D E

N

A
H-

G

D

L

E

-0 r---e -e

- - -0

-0 -a N

-a
-ew A

-u

-i
-y G

-ovi -u
2-e r-Q i

D

L
2

,../

-ow

Ex. miasto

Plural

A

syn

B

sklep kosc

D

zone

-a
-irk -e

- -e -i 8-Q -e
N

-ufrO -iG -0

L -ax -ex) L

-ami --



In the plural the V ending is identical with the N. Wherever the endings

are indicated as -i or -x in the above table in the remarks that follow_

it is understood that /i/ is replaced by /y/ and vice versa, if the stem

ends in a C which cannot precede /i/ or /y/ as the case may be.

2.1.l Remarks on the endings.

In the V sg B and C type substantives show -u after most soft

stems and also after a number of hard stems, in particular those ending

in velars. Remaining hard stems have in the B and C types -e (with stem-

final C change). The E type has -o except for nicknames with soft stems,

which have -u,(Haniu).

Zero occurs in N and A sg. of C and D type substantives, in N of B

type substantives (except for a very few masculine nicknames with -o or -

and in V, N, and A of the few A type substantives whose sterns terminate in

the suffixes -c /en- or -4//ent-.

The remaining A type substantives with hard stems show -o in the

N, and A sg. and those with soft stems -e..

A very few B type substantives show -I in the V and N sg. One of

thtse (pani 'lady') has -ow in the A sg. A few BB substantives, personal

names, have -o in the N sg. The remaining E type substantives have -a

in the N sg. and -4 in the A sg.

All A, all B, and some C substantives have -a in the C sg. and B

substantives have this ending in the A sg. as well.

E substantives have -y in the C sg.

Most C substantives show -u in the C s though a very large number

have -a. Almost all A and a good number of D and C substantive- show -u

in the D sg. A majority of D and C type substantives and a very few A type

substantives show -ovi in the D sg. In the B and C type -u is confined



mostly to monosyllabic stems (pan) place names endings in -ov-

Krakow ku Krako )_ , ku _

D type substantives show -i in the V, and L sg.

In the L sg. A, B, and C substantives show -u after soft stems, stems

endings in velars, and a very few others. In the remaining stems ending

in hard C they show -e (with stem -final C variation).

E type substantives show -e (with stem-final C variation) after hard

stems and -i after soft stems in D and L sg.

In the I sg. A, B, and C type substantives show -em (before which

g-1 g'/), while D and E substantives show ---

Some A substantives (all Latin borrowings) have the ending -um

in all cases of the singular. In the C pl. , these substantives show -uf

In the N and A pl. C and E substantives show -e after soft stems,

-y after hard stems.

In the N and A pl. most D type substantives show -i and a fair number

-e. All D substantives show -i in the C pl.

In the N and A pl. A type substantives show -a.

In the N pl. B type substantives show -e after soft stems, -i (with

stem-final C change) after hard stems. The B substantives brat_ 'brother

and ksiadz 'priest' have -a in the N p1. B-type substantives have A pl.

identical with G.

In the C pl. most A and L type substan and a few B-type substantives

(e.g. most with stem suffix -an(in-) show zero. C type substantives, almost

all B, and a few A substantives (including all A substantives, with -urn

in the singular or with the suffix -isk-) show -uf or -i in the G pl.

The ending -i occurs only after soft stems, while -uf occurs after all hard
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stems and some soft stems. All C and a few E type substantives (mainly most

of those with stems ending in or Cj) show -4 in the G pl.

All substantives shpw -ax and -om in the L and D pl. except for a

few E-type plur-alia tantum denoting countries (iag-ly 'Italy', which have

-ex in the L pl, we Wroszech 'in Italy'). In the I pl. all substantives

show -ami, except for a few substantives of B, C, and D types which show

. One A substantive (panstwo) when used in the meaning 'you' has the ending

-a in the A sg, The two AD substantives (oko 'eye' and ucho r') have

the ending in the N and A pl. (with stem-final C change), -u in the

C pl. and -111 or -ami in the I pl. The D substantive rka 'hand' has

alternate endings (beside the usual ones) -u in the L sg. and -oma in the I

pl. In the NA pl. it has -e with change of stem final /k 4c /.

It should be kept in mind that when in a given case there is a

possible choice between two or more endings there is considerable individual

and stylistic variation in assigning a given ending to any particular stem.

Thus in C type substantives there is fluctuation in many cases between

the use of -u o -a in the C sg. and in B type between -ovi and -u in the

D sg. etc. Sometimes alternate endings may differentiate different

meanings of the same word. Thus C pl. 22h2iw 'peace treaty', 22hai 'room'.

Stem changes in substantives.

2.1.2 Stem -final consonant changes (substitutive softening):

(1) Before -e in the V sg. of B and C type substantives the following changes

take place:

b bj p--)pj f-- fj r z n-1, n

1 (stage I to II)

x

(stage (stage
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(2) Before -e in the L sg. of A, -B, and C substantives and in the L and

D sg. of E substantives the following changes take place:

b bj p-)p.j m f fj r z

n*1-1 I (stage I to II) : s-46 Z,-10Z C

x-/,g (stage 1 to IIa) ; k -c g- *3 (stage 1 to rib) .

(3) Before -i in the N pl. of B substantives the following changes take

place:

r-rz w-4.1 n-71-1 (stage I to II) s-8 z,z

(stage I to IIa) g- x-pl (stage I to rib).

(4) The E substantive Eik 'arm' has rgce in the N and A pl. (stage I to Ilb).

The A substantives oko 'eye' and ucho 'ear' and the B substantives brat

'brother' have in the plural the stem variants (Z-, ug'-, and bra.-

respectively (stage I to IIa).

(5) The B substantives przylacial 'friend' has stem-final in plural

forms other than N (stage II to I). Alternate (substandard) exist

with /I/ throughout.

(6) The suffixes -17/n- and 4/nt- which occur in A nouns show stage II

(-n- and -nc-) in the D, L- and I sg. and stage I (-n- and -nt-) in the plural.

(7) The suffix -an- shows -an . n- in the singular (stage II with extension),

usually -ari- (stage II) in the N pl. with the ending -e regular after

soft stems, and -an- (stage I) in the remaining cases of the plural.

Nouns with this suffix usually have the ending -0 in the C pl., though

they may have -uf, Those with -uf in C pl. usually retain -an- in the N pl.

which then changes automatically to upon addition of ending -i.

2.1.3 Addition to or loss of part of the stem (stem extension or truncation

(1) Addition of - to the suffix -an- mentioned in (7) preceding.



(2) Very many B substantives show
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stem extension -ovj- in the N plural,

as do a number of the BB type.

(3) Numerical collectives (which are grammatically substantives, not numerals)

such as dwoie 'group of --' siedmioro 'group of seven' etc. (C sg.

siedmioru_, etc.) lose their stem-final /g/ in N and A sg.

(4) The AB substantive dziecko 'child' loses stem-final /k/ and changes

/c/ to /6/ (stage lib to Ha) in the plural.

(5) The C substantive tydien 'week' (cases ether than N and A sg. have

-/
the stem tygodn-) loses the element /go/ in the N and A sg. (and inner

moveable e with substantive softening of the preceding C).

2.1.4 Moveable vowels (alternation of vowel with zero).

(1) Moveable e 01). Many substantives, whose stems end in two or

more consonants insert an /e/ before the last consonant of the stem when

the stem is followed by a zero ending. If the consonant preceding the

inserted /e/ is /k/ or /g /, /kg ) k' g'/.

(2) Moveable e with substitutive softening of the preceding consonant

(er- 02). Some substantives with moveable e change a stage I consonant

preceding moveable e to stage II (Tie).

(3) Moveable o occurs in a very few substantives under the same conditions

as moveable e. It is always preceded by substitutive softening.

2.1.5 Stem vowel alternation. The vowel of the final syllable of a

substantive stem will often show some alternation.

1) 0 "Jul. Stem vowel /o/ changes to /u/ (written 6) before zero endings.

(2) (er0 Stem vowel /e/ followed by a nasal (written changes

/ plus nasal (written before zero endings.



(3) (e 0 item vowel /0/ plus nasal changes to /e/ plus nasal before

an ending containing /i/ or /y/.

(4) erb a. Stem vowel /a/ followed by hard consonant changes to /e/ when

the following consonant is softened (as before the ending -e in L sg.).

(5) erg Stem vowel /o/ followed by hard consonant changes to /e/ when

the following consonant is softened.

(6) e Stem vowel /e/ alternates with /o/ and /u/, /u/

occurring before zero endings and /e/ when the following consonant is

softened. This is a combination of 1) and 5) above.

2.1.6 Example paradigms

'town. city'
(e'

Sg.

A type

'sea' 'name' 'animal'
(© u) (e /4-, 02) e r-j o

'two' coll.)

V, miasto morze imi zwierzg dwoje
N. miasto morze imi zwierzg dwoje
A. miasto morze imig zwierzg dwoje
G. miasta morza imienia zwierzicia dwojga.
D. miastu morzu bnieniu zwierz ciu dwojgu
L. mieScie morzu imieniu zwierzsciu dwojg-ju
I. miastem morzem imieniem zwierziciem dwojgiem

P1.

N. miasta morza imiona zwierzqta
A. miasta morza imiona zwierzqta

.G. miast morz imion zwierzit
D. miastom morzom imionom zwierzstom
L. miastach morzach tmionach zwierzgtach
1. miastanil morzami imionami zwierzitami

B type

'son' 'boy' 'brother' 'neighbor'
(e0,1 a)

Sg.

V. synu! chlopczel bracie!,_ spiedzie!
N. syn chiopiec brat s _iad
A. syna chlopca brata spiada
G. syna chlopca brata ssiada
D. synowi chlopcu bratu sisiadowi
L. synu chtopcu bracie ssiedzie
I synem chiopcem bratem sisiadem
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Pl.

N. synowie chi'opcy, bracia sqsiedzi
A. synow chropcow braci sgsiad6/w
G. syn6w chropc(lw braci spiadow
D. synom chropcom braciom sviadom
L. synach chlopcach braciach sisiadach
I. synami ch-ropcami braMi sisiadami

'uncle' 'Casimir (derv. 'Thaddous'(dem.)
Sg.

V. wujciu: Kaziu/Kazio! Tadziu/Tadzio!
N. wujcio Kazio Tadzio/Tadziu
A. wujcia Kazia Tadzia
G. wujcia Kazia Tadzia
D. wujciowi Kaziowi Tadziowi
L. wujciu Kaziu Tadziu
I. wujciem Kaziem Tadziem

Pl.

N. wujciowie Kaziowie Tadziowie
A.

G.

wujciow
wujci w

Kaziow
Kazidw

Tadzi&
/

Tadziow
D. wujciom Kaziom Tadziom
L. wujciach Kaziach Tadziach
I. wujciami Kaziami Tadziami

B type

' friend ' 'Russian' r___money

C type

' church '

e (0 u) 2 (-an- (ego) e ( o u) 2

Sg.

V. przyjacielu! Rosjaninie! pienidzu! kogciele!
N. przyjaciel Rosj anin pieniqdz koci64
A. przyjaciela Rosjanina pienildz koci61
C. przyjaciela Rosjanina pieniidza kodcio ?a
D. przyjacielowi Rosjaninowi pienildzowi kogciorowi
L. przyjacielu Rosjaninie pieniidzu kogciele
I. przyj acielem Rosjaninem pieniidzem kogciorem

Pl.
N. przyjaci?le Rosj anie pieni4dze kogcioly
A. przyjacioX Rosjan pienidze kogciory
G. przyjaci6r Rosjan pienidzy ko4cioI6w
D. przyjaciorom Rosjanom pieniidzom kogciolom
L. przyjaciolach Rosjanach pien4dzach kogciorach
I. przyjacicqmi Rosjanami pieniidzmi kodcioTami



ore'

Sg.

V. sklepie!
N. sklep
A. sklep
G. sklepu
D. -sklepowi
L. sklepie

sklepem

Pl.

N. sklepy
A. sklepy
G. sklepow
D. sklepom
L. sklepach
I. sklepami

'thing, matter

Sg.

V. rzeczy!
N. rzecz
A. rzecz
G. rzeczy
D. rzeczy
L. rzeczy
I. rzecza

Pl.

N. rzeczy
A. rzeczy
G. rzeczy
D. rzeczom
L. rzeczach
1. rzeczami

'room, peace'
(o u)

pokoju!
pokoj
pok6j

pokoju
pokojowi
pokoju
pokoj em

pokoje
pokoje
pokojow/pokoi
pokojom_
pokojach
pokojami
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C type

'luggage', 'penny'
(moveable el)

D type

kufr7e! groszu!
kufer g _sz
kufer grosz
kufra grosza
kufrowi groszowi
kufrze groszu
kufrem groszem

kufry grosze
kufry, grosze
kufrow groszy
kufrom groszom
kufrach groszach
kuframi groszami

'village, countryside'
(moveable e2)

wsi!,

wies
wies
wsi
wsi
wsi
wsi

wsie or wsi
wsie or wsi.
wsi
wsiom
wsiach
wsiami

'salt'
o u)

soli!
s61

sol
soli
soli
soli
sole

sole ( ineralne)
sole
soli
solom
solach
salami
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E type

Sg.

'wife'

.

'land, earth' 'restauran 'street'

V. zono! zieinio! restauracjo! ulico
N. lona

.
ziemia restauracja ulica

A. tong ziemig restauracjg ulicg
G. lony ziemi restauracji ulicy

lonle ziemi restauracji ulicy
L. lonie ziemi restauracji ulicy
I. on ziemi restauracjg ulicg

P1.

N. Cony ziernie restauracje ulice
A. iony ziernie restauracje ulice
G. lon ziem restauraeli/restauracyj ulic
D.

.
zonom zierniom restanracjom uPeom'

L. lonach ziemiach restauracjach ulicach
I. lonam1 ziemiami restauracjami ulicarni

'river 'lady' 'goddess'

o)V.71

Sg.

V. rzeko! pani! bogini! rgko
N. rzeka pani bogini rgka
A. rzekg pani boginig rgkg
G. rzeki pani bogini rgki
D. rzece pani bogini rgce
L. rzece pani bogini rgce
1. rzeks panig bogini g rskg

P1.
N. rzeki panie boginie rgce
A. rzeki panie boginie rgce
G. rzek pan bogi1 rgk
D. rzekom paniom boginiom rgkem
L. rzekach paniach boginiach rgkach
1. rzekami paniami boginiami rgkami
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Sg.

'diplomat'

BB type

(family name)

/

type

'document, portrait (nude)'

V.- dyplomato Chodzko akcie
N. dypiomata Chodko akt
A. dyplomate1 Chodk= akt
G. dyplomaty Chodhf aktu
D. dyplomacie Chodco aktowi
L. dyplomacie Chodz/ce akcie
I. dypiomati Chodzka aktem

Pl.

N. dyplomaci Chodkowie akta
A. dyplomatw Chodow akta
G. dyplomatow ChodWw aktow
D. dyplomatom Chod'kom aktom
L. dyplomatach Chodkach aktach

dyplomatami Chodkami aktami

Note: Nouns of CA type all have alternate forms of the plural of C type,
often with different meaning, e.g. akt with C pl. (NA pl. akty)
signifies "act (of play)".

Sg.

'horse'

BC type

'male goat'
oeo

AB type

'child'

V. koniu! kozle dziecko
N. kon koziot dziecko
A. konia korta dziecko
G. konia kozra dziecka
D. koniowi kozowi dziecku
L. koniu kole dziecku
I. koniem koz.rem dzieckiem

Pl.

N. konie kozy dzieci
A. konie korty dzieci
G. koni koz16w dzieci
D. koniom kozlom dzieciom
L. koniach kozach dzieciaeh
T.

/ .

konml kozlami dziea'mi
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AD

e'

Sg.

V. oko
N. oko
A. oko
G. oks
D. oku
L. oku
I. okiem

Pl.

N. oczy
A. oczy
G. oczu
D. oczom
L. oczach

oczami

pe

Mixed adjectival-substa- ival class

`judge'

Sg.

V. sqdzio!
N. sqdzia
A. sqdziego sidzi
G. svAziego
D. sqdziemu/sOzi
L. ssdzi/sqdzim
I. sqdzii

Pl.

N. sqdziowie
A. svizi6w
G. ssdzaw
D. scdziom
L. sedziach
I. sIdziami

2.2 ADJECTIVES

Polish adjectives are inflected for number (singular and plural),

gender (masculine, neuter, and feminine in the singular; masculine

p-rsonal, and non-masculine personal in the plural), and case (six cases

NAGDLIare distinguished, the V being the same as theNin both singular

and plural). The adjective has the following endings:



masc
SINGULAR

neuter fem.
PLURAL

masc. tiers. other

) -e -o) -a
,.*cm
SIN 1 1 -e N

qq

-OW

144
WI
upiiiUM

11111
:

I
0115
ISO
Ofbig
HILI
NUM
sup

-e , t
Ill
In

-e
Imo

-YX

D-emu

_

-

..,..,nm
Ini

...

wgi,.,,

-ow -ymi II

2.2.1 Remarks on the endings.

Initial /y/ in endings is replaced by after consonants which cannot

precede /y/.

Before endings With initial /e/, stem-final /k g/-)/k! g'/.

) Hard stems undergo the same changes as before the ending -1 in the

N pl. of B type nouns (see 2.1.2,3) plus (stage IIb Ha)

(4) The vast majority of adjectives have the endings - in the masculine

singular N and -e in the neuter singular N and A. A few adjectives have

alternate forms with -0 in the masculine singular N and -o in the neuter

singular N and A, which are used only predicatively (not attributively).

Adjectives which have a zero ending may show moveable e or alternation of

stem V /0/ with /u/. The adjectives rad 'glad', wart 'worthy', and

kontent have only predicative forms and show -0 in the masculine singular N.

(5) The adjectives zaden nasz 'our', wasz 'your', czy 'whose'

have only -0 in the masculine singular N; Aaden has moveable e.

(6) Certain adjectives, namely ten 'this, that', tamten 'that over there',

wszystek 'all', j1da 'one', sam 'alone', on 'that' (archaic), 4 'that' (archaic

have only -0 in the masculine. singular N and -o in the neuter singular N and A.
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Ten and tamten have an extension /en/ in the masculine singular

elsewhere their stems

while & has

(7) The adjectives m6j

t- and tam Wszystek and jeden have moveable

1M LL 'your (singular famlliar) and s%W_I (re-

flexive possessive) have only -0 in the masculine singular Nom. They show

the V change /or,ju/. In addition alternate short forms (less used) for

some of the cases exist, in which short forms the /oj/ of the stem is lost

leaving m-, and sf-.

(8) When adjectives agree with B and BC substantives (mainly masculine

substantives denoting living beings) the A sg. is the same as the G sg.

With other masculine substantives N and A sg. are the same. Thus, in the

accusative, there is a distinction, masculine animate vs. inanimate. All

statements above regarding the masculine singular N therefore also apply

to the masculine singular A when it is the same as the N. This is signified

by tA in the example paradigms (2.2.2) below.

(9) Substantivized adjectives. Polish has a fair number of words which have

adjective morphology, but which function syntactically as substantives,

e.g. lLty "February', lcaniuszy 'groom'. An important part of these are

proper nouns (given names, family names, place names), e.g. ELLK17- "Eustace'

Kami6ski, Zakopane, etc. Some of these show e, lensional peculiarities;

personal names such as ustaehy, Linde, as well as soft stems designating

masculine persons (e.g. konlyisz) have N pl. h substantival ending and

stem suffix -ovi-. Eustachowie- Lindowie, koniuszowie, family names of

foreign origin in -e declined as neuter adjectives (e.g. Linde) have the

sg. IL ending -em; masculine and neuter place _a

have -em in L sg.

this declension



9.2.2 Example paradigms

masse. neuter fem.
Sg.

N. dobry do-bre

A. -'1 dobre

G. dobrego
D. dobremu
L. dobrym
T. dobrym

'good'

masc. pars
P1.

dobra N. dobrzy
dabri A. dobrych

dobrej G.

dabrej L.

dobrej D.

dobr3 I.

dobrych
dobrych
dobrym
dobrymi

other

dobre
dobre

masc. neuter fem.
'Polish'

masc. pers. a her
Sg. Pl.
N. polski polskie polska N. polscy poiskie
A. poiskie polska A. polskich poiskie

G. polskiego poiskiej G. polskich
D. polskiemu polskiej L. polskich
L. polskim doiskiej D. polskim
I. palskim polsk I. polskimi

'cheap'
masc. neuter fem. masc. pers. other

Sg. P1.
N. tani tanie tania N. tani tanie
A. L--) tanieL----y----) tani A. tanich tanie-

G. taniego taniej G. tanich
D. taniemu taniej L. tanich
L. tanim taniej D. tanim
I. tanim tarsi i I. tanimi

'our'

masc. neuter fern. masc. pers. 0
Sg. Pl.
N. nasz nasze nasza N. nasi nasze
A. (---n nasze

L-------."---------)
nasz A. naszych nasze

G. naszego naszej G. naszych
D. naszemu naipej L. naszych
L. naszym naszej D. naszym
I. naszym nasz naszymi



masc. neuter tem.
Sg.

N. ten to to
A. t-----1 to ti/ti

'------y'-----.
G. tego tej
D. temu tej
L. tym tej
I. C ym ti

'this'

mast, pars. other
Pl.

N. ci
A. tych to

G. tych
L. tych
D. tam

tymi

3 PRONOUNS

2.3.1 Third person pronouns

Stem alternation /on _j

on- appears in N sg. and pl.; n- appears when the pronoun is held of

prepositional phrase and always in the I sg. and p1. Otherwise 17 oc

when the ending begins with /e/, 0- when with /y/til. The short

forms go, delete the stem and the first vowel cif the respective

ending. The endings are like ten (with /1/ replacing /y after soft

consonant and word boundary - /y/ cannot stand in initial position). Note

that the endings after on are those tf the noun in the remaining forms

those of the adjective.

Singular

masc. neuter fem.
masc.

ers. other

N on ono

suns
51rin
nmo
ylq_ ona

Env
004
II im
u.IJN
viiistc
Shit

LO
i '

oni

OE

one

e

him
irmt

Aro i
long short MonAqM

4110
Unif n ich, nich

.
'e rue o

u emu mu

112_11!

Pill,"
vm,
NO M
!MP
ann
Pam
'n umpun
Min
Wail

=

jej, nioj
ii P!MUgm
umma
PIP
ii,

I

1 i

L nim4-

I
nim

. .

lrali alMi
MMOi
Watir
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2.3.2 First and second person pronouns (and reflexive, with person

neutralized); these show no distinction of genders.

Singular and reflexive (gender neutralized)

1st pers

AG mnie

DL mnie

I mni

1st pers

short forms

2nd pers. 'you, thou' (reflexive)

ty

ciebie siebie

tobie sobie

tobi sobi

2nd pers. 'you, thou' (reflexiv-e)

AG min ci sit

1) mi ci

Full forms; The stem-final consonant is stage I in the instrumental (and

nominative of ty) and stage II in the remaining oblique cases. ty and the

reflexive show internal vowel alternation )1 with /e/ in the AG, /o/

in the remaining oblique cases. The consonant preceding this V alternation

is stage II before /e/, stage I before /o/. ja shows irregular alternation

in th

The endings are: /-c1V/ in the I, /-e/ in the remaining oblique cases,

/-a/ (after /j-/) and /-y/ (after /-t-/) in the N.

Short forms: There are short forms for AG and (in la and ty only) for the

dative. The stems of the short forms consist of the stage II of the initial

consonants of the long stems, /mj/, 0, and /d/. The endings are /4/

for AG, /i/ for dative. /mj/ loses its /j/ automatically before /i/. A

substandard short dative se of the reflexive exists, in rural speech, which

does not conform to the foregoing pattern.



B. plural

1st pers. 'we'

N my
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2nd pers. 'you'

WY

AGL nas was

nam wam

1 nami wami

These pronouns show the stems 'you' v- and 'we' m- (in

oblique cases). The endings are N -, AGL -as, D -am, I -ami.

2.3.3 Interrogative pronouns (and their negative compounds)

N kto (nikt) Co

A kogo co

kogo czego

komu czemu

LI kim CZ

(nic)

The forms of negative pronouns nikt 'no one' and nic 'nothing' are

formed by prefixing ali-/ t© the respective Forme of kto or c ©, except in the

nominative, where zero ending substitutes for the -o of kto,

The neuter singular pronouns co 'what' and nic 'nothing' have the stern

/c-/, /Af-c-/ in the NA and /-/, Mi-c-/ in the oblique cases, with endings

-o (co) and zero (nic) in the NA and regular adjective endings (masculine-

neuter singular) in the oblique cases.

The masculine singular pronouns kto 'who', nikt 'no one', like masculine

personal substantives, show AG with the same ending. Li have the regular

masculine-neuter singular adjective endings, while AG and D show endings

similar to-the adjective ending, but with /o/ replacing /e/ (an isolated

remnant of a once extensive (o e)1 alternation, e/ having replaced /o/

in hard stem adjectives by analogy with the soft stems).



2.4 NUMERALS

The numerals, with the exception of dwa r.
' and oba or piaLh./a 'both',

distinguish the same gender categories as the plural adjective (masculine

personal vs. all other in NA, no gender distinction in remaining cases).

Dwa and oba, obydwa distinguish masculine personal, feminine, and other (mas-

culine non-personal and neuter) in NA.

dvj (before /e/)/ 'two', ob /NJ obj/ 'both'

othermasc. Fers. fem.

dwa dwa dwie

dw6eh,

dwom, dwm, dwu

dwu

'three' /Ite 'four'

sc. 'ers.

zgi

other

trey

-omadwiema

trzech

trzem

zema

In the foregoing numerals there is a tendency for the G (dwerch, etc.

to be used in place of the masculine personal N.



Numerals from five up have the 'following endin

NA

I

-u

-a '20, 3-400', -i '30, 40',
-e '11-19' '200', o '100')

-urn -oma (numerals from '100 up have
onl -u

2.4.1 Stems

//
5. pjenc-

6.

sed (e j-

pieciu, piggy

I II
szesciu, szesc

siedmiu, siedem

/ _/8. os(e)mj- osmiu, osiem

/1
9. 3evjenc- dziewi ciu,

dzie igc

/ r ii
10. 3esenc- dziesigciu,

dziesi-' c

11 -19 show lIa softening before -e thus /jedenast-/ /jedenasc-e///

11. jedenast- jedenastu, jeden cie

12. dvunast- dvana.4- dwunastu, dwanacie

vv
13. csynast- trzynastu, trzynacie

14, ct
v.

ernast- czternastu, czterna cie

/15. pjetnast- pigtnastu,
.

nascle

(colloquial usage lacks nasalization after /e/ in 15 and 19!)

-16 sesnast- szesnastu, szesnascie

17. dedemnast- siedemnastu, siedemnaggcie

18. osemnast- osiemnastu, osiemnadecie

/
19. 3evjetnast- dziewigtnastu, dziewigtnacie

20-30-40 also show stem-final IIa softening before ( 20') or -i ('30 -40')

/ //
70. dvu-est-rj dvs3esc- dwudziestu, dwadziecia



vv
30. csy3est-

40.
v /
cter3est-

50-90 show stem-final
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/
trzydziestu, trzydziesci

czterdziestu, czterdzieg'ci

IIa softening before all endings b

change,also takes place.

n
/

50. p j eesent-

v / /
60. sez3esent=

/ /

e_370. sed m-esent-

/
80. osem3esent-

/ / /
90. 3even3esent-

100. st-

200. shows IIa soft

300. ayst-

400. L'teryst-

500-900 are formed

Note:

_ zero,

ciu, piOdziesigt

//
szescdziesiviu, szescdziesiit

siedemdziesiciu, siedemdzie i=t

osiemdziesiciu, osiemdziesi

dzie

stu, sto

dziewi cdziesi

i/
.ing before -e. dvust- dvjesc-, dwustu, dwlescie

trzystu, trzysta

czterystu, czterysta

by adding the unchanging particle set to theres-ective

.forms of-the numerals 5-9; thus iusat, Icset, etc.

eden 'one' is morphologically an adjective, tysis c '1000' and

milion 'million' are n culine nouns.

2.4.2 Indefinite numbers

kilka 'several, a certain number'

masc. ers.
NA

CLD

I

other
kilka

ilku

kilku

similarly:

kilkoma

'several (in the teens)' kilkunastu,

I r kilkunastoma

kilkana4cie (note: kilk- plus -nast-
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'several (tens)' kilkudziesi ciu, kilk- plus
/

'several (hundreds)' kilkuset, kilkaset (kilk- plus -sot).

ile 'how many', 121! 'so many', wiele 'many', niewlele 'few':

park 'a few, a pair'

The "plus one-half" numerals: do not distinguish case and are Unchanged

in all cases.

1/2 pdk indeclinable

1 1/2 p61tora usually indeclinable, but feminine forms

pdtoradtorej exist.

A'J further fors consist of unchanging 2-C4' plus the stem of the

next higher ordinal numeral plus ending -a (or alternate feminine forms

with ending (-'-i) or (-qi ) . Thus:

2 1/2 pcq'trzecia (fem. plqtrzecie.4 zeciej)

3 1/2 p6lczwarta (fem p6t'czwarty,Q p6/czwartej) etc.

2.5 FORMATION OF OMPARATIVE/SUPERLATIVE OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

Polish adjectives and adverbs form their comparative in either of two ways:

a) morphologically, through addition of a stem suffix (cf. English black,

blacker), b) through a syntactic phrase (cf. English obvious more obvious)

consisting cf the basic adjective or adverb preceded by the adverbs '21.EtiLti

or El_v_!1. Thus, pYaski 'flat' bardzie' 21"akkl. 'flatter'. The phrasal



comparative is particularly characteristic of adjectives with the suffix

-sk-. Below we shall treat the morphological comparative.

2.5.1 The morphological comparative of adjectives.

The comparative suffix is 4- -ej- .0 s- is added to most adjective

stems ending in single consonant'or nasal plus consonant.

nowt': nowszy 'new'

Before it, beside the automatic change of voicing assimilation, we

have /w 4 1 n-- (I--) II) and /g-4 (- /P) (I There may be

a morphophonemic change of root vowel, e.g.

drugi: druiszy 'long'

biary: bielszy 'white'

czerwony: czerwieKszy 'red'

1 /e a/, /(e o)t'.7;/.

Before it, stem-final -k-, -ek-, -ok- are deleted.

srodki: slodszy 'sweet'

daleki: dalszy 'far'

_wysoki: wyzszy 'high'

,v
(/vyssy/ automatic dental to post-alveolar assimilation)

-aj-sv iis added to stems ending in most consonant clusters (other than cluster

of which the first member is a nasal). The stem-final consonant undergoes

I-4 II (Ha) change before it.

radny: adniejszy 'pretty'

lokki: lzejszy 'light' has the stem 1(e)g +k- with (e 0) alternation,

dropping of /k/ before comparative foment, automatic voicing assimilation

before voiceless /k/, and I -3 Ile change before formant.

Some stems undergo irregular change or suppletion in the comparative;

note that the suffix 4- (or -ej4-) is still added to the suppletive stem.



dobry: lepsz

zy: gorszy

wiskszy

mniejszy

w elki:

'good'

'bad'

big'

's ill
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/dobr- f'd lip -/

/zw- /1-) gor-/

/vjelk- vjenk

/maw-to mn-/

! note /k/ remains

2.5.2 The morphological comparative of adverbs.

The formation of the comparatives of adverbs is completely parallel to

that of the adjectives, except that the suffix is always -ej- rather than

-s-eNJ 7gi+. Before stage I II changes take place in stem-final

consonants. Where there is a distinctit t between lIa and IIb, the change

is I Ila, or lIb -4. fie, except that stc -final /t/ and / change to /c/

(lib).

twardo: twardziej 'hardly' kr6tko: kr6cej 'shortly'

pronto; prociej 'directly' gadko: gadziej 'smoothly'

drogo: drcAej 'dearly' _kko: micej 'softly'

cicho: ciszej 'quietly' szybko: szybciej 'quickly'

latwo: Int iej 'easily' bardzo: bardziej 'very'

2.5.3 The superlative is always identical with the comparative with the

addition of the prefix naj-. nal- is prefixed directly to the suffixed

comparative; to Elwi, bardziej in the phrasal -,1parative.



III

THE POLISH VERB

(part 1--stem alternation and conjugation

1.0 This section assumes the conclusions and concepts developed in Section

I, "Morphophonemics" above and the sane designations and symbolizations

used there for the various kinds of morphophonemic change will be utilized

herein below. Automatic morphophonemic changes however will not in

general be treated here, since their occurrence, being automatic, is

completely predictable. Hence, in treating allomorphs, those resulting

from such automatic changes are not listed. Examples occurring in this

text will be given in phonemic transcription only.

The Polish verb consists of the following elements arranged in the

following order:

a. prefix or prefixes

b. base

c stem-suffix or suffixes

d. thematic vowel

e. formant

f. ending

[Note that the element I term "base" here, I designate "root" in later

papers dealing with other Slavic languages, reserving the term "base" for

the stem minus thematic vowel. I now prefer this later terminology, but

retain the terminology of the original article here.]

All the above elements have morphemic status, that is, they are morphemes

or allomorphs. Elements a through d constitute the stem Elements e and f

are inflexional suffixes. Every stem contains a base and a thematic vowel.

The other stem-formative elements may or may not be present. Every verb form

-64-
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contains a stem and an inflexional suffix or suffixes, that is, either a

formant or an ending or both. Examples of Polish verb forms broken down

to show the component elements follo

stem inflexional suffixes

prefix( base suffix(es) thematic
vowel

foment ending

roz- -bud- -ov-u- -je- -ce

ze- -psu- -1-

roz- -mavj -a- -my

vy- /
-cong- -nen- -t- -y

po-roz- -da -v- -a-

tThe examples given above are rozbudovujece 'you construct (continuously)

/zepsuli 'they spoiled', I2.thiay 'let's converse', ac(22EalaLy 'pulled

out', and porozdava 'to distribute, to give everything out'.

2.0 The verb-stem.

The following types of changes may occur in the stem:

a. modification of the prefix.

b. phonemic alternation in the base.

c. addition of or alternation in stem- suffix

d. alternation of consonants before thematic vowel.

e. alternation of thematic vowels.

Many verbs do not vary their stems at all before the endings of the various

forms. A large number show a major variation between two groups of forms.

I call these groups the infinitive-stem forms and the present-stem forms.

The stem variant which appears before the infinitive-stem forms I call the

infinitive stem. The variant which appears in the present-stem foLms I call
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the present stem. There is a small number of verbs with an irregular

distribution of stem variants, in that more than two major stem variants

appear.

2.1 Modification of the prefix.

The following verbal prefixes (preverbs) occur in Polish. A number

have but one allomorph. These all end in a vowel: do-, na-, o-,

pse-, ne-.

P0-,

Others have one allomorph ending in a consonant and a second allomorph

equivalent to the first with the addition of

roz(e)- v z(

ob( )-, 2Pd(e)-,

sez(e)-, sed(e)-. One prefix shows three allomorphs:

vzvIvez4-,-%vze, vez- appearing before a limited number of bases, all of

which begin with consonant clusters.

Prefixes with movable e appear with the e before bases beginning with

certain consonant clusters, appearing without the e otherwise. Variation

within the paradigm of a single verb appears when the base changes in such

a way as to begin sometimes with a cluster and sometimes with a single

consonant. The prefix vz- varies under the same conditions, but sometimes

has movable e at the end and e rarely between v and z.

, ,

rozeozv ec 'to tear apart'

obejdew 'I'll go around'

rozdar 'he tore apart'

v
opset

,

he went around'

22!i142. 'he'll undertake' _podjai 'to undertake'

vzbrolionli 'forbidden'

vezbraC 'to rise'

,

vze-sc to rise (of the sun

The above prefixes appear not only before verb bases, but also before noun

bases. In addition, all but 1,@7 ne- ob- roz -, and vz- function as

prepositions too. ne- functions as an independent adverb.
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2.2 Alternation of thematic vowels.

Polish verbs show following types of alternation of thematic vowels

in the present-stem forms.

a-type. Thematic a is the stem-final element,in all preset -stem forms.

/
There are two exceptions. The verb mjec has thematic e

before the imperative formant: Eifi 'have'. The verb dac

'to give' has thematic o in the third person plural of the

present tense.

e-type. Thematic e is the stem-final element in all present-stem forms.

Verbs of this type often have ernate forms characteristic of

the e- type. Relatively few verbs show this type of alternation.

They are umje& 'to know (how)', ril'eZ 'to dare', jea 'to eat',

vie. 'to kno
/ /

and their compounds. The verbs jesc and vje3ec

are exceptions to the above statements in that they (and their

zompounds) have thematic o in the:third person plural and

thematic zero in the imperative and present participle.,

e-type. Thematic e occurs before all endings except the third person

plural. Thematic o occurs before the third personperson.plural ending

and thematic zero before the imperative and present participle

formants. Exceptions are the verb xd'e 'to want, wish' and its

/
compounds and verbs containing the suffix -V- (davac 'to give

mperfective) with its compounds and compound verbs with the

bases -sta- and -zna-, such as poznavac 'to recognize (imperfective)').

Before the imperative formant xcec has thematic e while verbs

with the stem suffix -v- have thematic a before that foment.

i-type. Thematic i occurs before all endings except the first person

singular and the third person i .ural. Thematic e occurs

before the first, person singular ending and thematic o b-
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the third person plural ending. Thematic zero occurs before

the imperative and present participle foments.

In a and e type verbs we have the same thematic vowel in all forms.

2.2.1.1 Examples of verbs in present-stem forms showing alternation of the-

matit vowels. In the examples given below, the bases, which do not change

in these examples, are not repeated.

/ / /swuxac 'to listen' smjec 'to dare'
a-type) -type)

pres. tense

2. sg.

3. sg.

1. pl.

2. pl.

1.

3. pl.

pres. part.

dmp.

pres. tense
2, sg.

swux -a -s

-a-0

-a-my -e-my

/
-a-ce -e-ce

-a-m -e-m

-a-j oi77 -e-j ow

-a-jonc-O -e-jonc-0

/smies

-e-0

-a -j-0

/
- a -j -ce -e-J-ce

-a-j-my -e-j-my

v ,pisa. 'to write' brorli 'to defend' zucyc 'to throw'
{e -type) (i -type) (i-type)

pig-e-s bran -i -s
v v v
zue-y-s

3. sg. -e-0 -1-0 -Y 0

1. pl. -i-my -y-my

/
/2. pl. -e-ce -i4e y-ce

1. sg. - -17 -e-w -e -7a

pl. -o-w -o-w -0-w



'to wri
/

bronic 'to defend'
v Y /
zucic 'to throw'

pres. part. pis-a-no-0 b-_n-o-nc-0
V
zuc-o-nc-0

imp.

2. sg. -0-0-0 -0-0-0 -0-0-0

2. p1. -0-0-ce -0-0-ce

1. pl. -0-0-my -0-0-my -0-0-my

2.2.2 Polish verbs show the following ypes of alternation of thematic

vowels in the infinitive-stem forms:

a-type. This type has thematic a in all forms.

e-type. Verbs of this type have thematic e before the infinitive

formant 4, before the allomorph -17 of the 1-formant, and

before the formant 71-1- of the verbal noun. Before the

allomorph -w- of the 1- formant thematic a occurs. Before the

allomorph -n- of the past participle formant most verbs of

this type-have a, though many (particularly' of the eiX class;

see 2.2.4 below) have thematic o. Before the allomorph 4-

of the past participle formant (which occurs only in the

masculine personal nominative plural) e or a occurs. We have

e in those verbs where the base variant occurring in the past

participle is the same as that occurring in the verbal noun

(including all verbs with thematic o before -n-), while a occurs

if different allomorphs of the base occur in the past participle

and in the verbal noun.

i-type. In this type thematic o occurs before the allomorph -n-

of the past participle formant, e before the allomorph -4-

of the past participle formant and before the v,rhal noun

formant -4- and before all other formants thematic 1.

after retracted consonants) occurs.



e-type. In this type thematic zero occurs in all forms, if the element

preceding the thematic vowel (base or stem- suffix) ends in a

voweor in a nasal consonant or semivowel. if the preceding

element ends in a consonant other than w 01, r vs z, or nasal

consonant, thematic o will occur before the allomorph -n-

of the past participle fortsant, thematic e before the allomorph

-- of the past participle ferment and before the formant

-n- of the verbal noun, and thematic zero before all other

formants. If the preceding element ends in r Lel ar,

there will be thematic e after (infinitive form) and zero

elsewhere. If the preceding element ends in 1, e will occur

before the infinitive foment before the verbal noun

formant -n7, and before the allomorph -11/_- of the past

participle formant, while o will occur before the allomorph

-n- of the past participle formant, zero occurring before

all other formanr

2.2.2.1 Examples of verbs "in infinitive-stem forms showing alternations of

thematic vowels. In the examples given below, the base will.be given once

and will not be given again unless its phonemic shape changes. Those forms

where no base is given in the example have bases of the same phonemic

shape as in the la 3t example above in the column where a base is given.

This convention will be followed in all examples appearing in tables hereafter.
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/ 'to vswuxac 'to listen' ec 'to see' s sec 'to hear'
a-type) (e-type) (s-type)

inf.

gerund

1-form

masc. sg.

/

swux-a-c

-a-fy

-a-w-0

1 /

v1 -e-c
-3

-a-fg'y

-a-w-0

v /
swys -e -c

,...

-a-fsy

-a-w-0

neut. sg.

sg .

-a-w-o

-a- -a

-a-w-o

-a- -a

-a -w-o

-a-w-a

tiers. p1 -a-w-y -a-w-y -a-w-y.

pers. pl. -a-1-1 -e-l- -e-1 -i

past. part.

masc. sg. nom. -a-n-y -a-n-y -a-n-y

pers. pl. nom. / .

-a-n-1
/

-a-n-1 /
-eon=1

verbal noun

inf.

/ /-a-n-e
3
-e-n-e

zemdle6 'to faint' broAl 'to defend'

/
-e-n-e

!Llyc/ 'to throw'
(g-type) -type)

ze-mdl-e4 bron -i -c

(i-type)

zuc y-c

gerund -a-fsy -y-fsy

1-form
masc, sg,

neut. sg.

-a-w-

-a-w-o

-i. --p

-i-w-o

-y-w-

- y--w -o

f_ -a-w-a - -w -a -y-w-a

limpets. pl. -a-w-y -i-w-y -Y-w-Y

pers. ,p1. -e-1-i -i-1-1 -y-l-i

past. part.

masc. sg. nom. -o -n -y -o-n-y -o-n-y

pers. pl. nom. -e-n-1
/

-e-n-i

verbal noun -e-n-e -e-n-e
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myc to wash vjeg to convey'
e-type) (e-type)

inf.

gerund -0-ay

1-form
masc. sg

neut.

fern. sg.

impers. pl.

pers. pl.

past part.
masc. sg. nom.

pers. pl. nom.

verbal noun

/ /
vjes-0-c

vju-04Y

vjus-0-0-0

vjoz-0-w-o

0-w-a

0-w-y

vjez --0-1-i

/
csec to rub'

(c -type)

v v
cs-e-c

tar-O-Ny

_0 -0 -0

-0- 0

-0-w-y

-0-1-i

-o-n-y -0-t-y

I.
-e-n-i -0 -c-i

/
e-n-e -0-c-e

2.2.3 Morphemic status of the thematic vowels.

In a verb like swuxa, which has thematic a in both present and infinitive

stem fo ns; it is obvious that each occurrence of a is an allomorph of one

morpheme, since the thematic a's are phonemically identical and occur in

complementary environments. It is likewise easy to demonstrate that the

occurrence of i and y as thematic vowels in the various forms of broriil

and ;4Y are allomorphs of one morpheme, since the distributions of

and y are completely parallel, but complementary in thaty occurs only

after elements ending in retracted consonants and i occurs after all other

phonemes (see "Morphophonemics of Polish" 1.3.10 for the pertinent general

morphophonemic statement). If we examine some of the other examples, we

find alternations of e with o and e with a occurring under circumstances in

part similar to those under which these vocalic alternations take place in

other morphemes, In the infinitive-stem forms we have alternations of the
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and (e ) (see "Norphophonomics

Since c and o and e and a respecLively alternate i n a nun er tng

membership in the same morphemes and since both sets show distribut'

partially parallel those of the morphemes a and i, we. may Lent_oLivcIv

posit two additional thematic vowel morphemes e t.,no and e un a.

In verbs like nilcZ we have _olv themaLiC e occurring in the presort

stem, but we assign this e to the e un a morpheme, since e _ ij is the

thematic vowel of the infinitive-stem forms of these verbs and there are

other verbs where ev, a does occur in the present forms. In verbs like

pisac we have e vto alternat with thematic zero in the present-stem

forms while in verbs like bro i or zjIcyc
V_ V

we have et./1 o alternating with

zero and with 4n both present and infinitive stem forms. tae Lannct assign

e Q1 o and i to the same 'morpheme, as they contrast in many positions

v(E4.-S versus br -i-s cs-e-c versus bron -i -c, for exn-ple). Therefore,

assume that in verbs like brofiic w aye two the tic vowel morphemes

one occurring in certain forms, the other in others. We may further say

that in verbs like broAi the contrast between thematic j and thematic

a is neutralized in those forms where we have e tA o since there

never a contrast between e vi p and i in these forms.
,

Verbs like zemdle6 offer a further difficulty, for in their infinitive--

stem forms they show e alternating both with a and o. We assume the presence

of two morphemes, e (41 o occurring in the past participle and e ul a in the

1-form and gerund. Since only e occurs in the infinitive and verbal noun,

we cannot determine whether this e belongs to ekA o or to ev) a.

Finally, we are faced with the problem of thematic zero. This always

occurs in conjunction with e A o, both in infinitive-ste forms and in

-present-stem fo



There are two possible solutions. We may either regard zero as an

allomorph of et.1 o or else we may simply ate that no thematic vowel occurs

in this position.

The former solution is recommended by two facts, One is that 0

is a widespread alternation in Polish (see "Mo phophonemics", 1.5.2.1.5).

The other is that greater symmetry of distribution of morphemes is obtained,

if we posit a zero Allomorph of evio. I prefer this solution, but those

who prefer less extensive use of zero allomorphs may simply interpret

the thematic zeros in my formulas as zeros which mean nothing (n--t occurrence

of morpheme) rather than zeros which mean something (occurrence of zero

allomorph).

We have therefore four morphemes: a, i, e 1 __, and eo eL-10. It

is not difficult to obtain contrasts between these morphemes. Thus:

a with i

a with eui 010:with

versus

v v
Those forms of zucyc 'to throw (perfective)

' which

have thematic versus corresponding forms o

v v /
zucac

,

to throw perfective)!

/
The forms of yyji_ji drink up (imperfective)!

the correponding forms of Ly2Le

drink up (perfective)'

a with e L-,1 a:

'to

.

The forms of palea!
/
'to say (perfective)'

versus the corresponding forms of povjecia 'to

say_ ('imperfective)'

e H o w 0 with i s Those terms of ncAiC to carry (repetitive

which have thematic i versus corresponding form

/

of leg- !to carry'

I have not been able to find minimal contrasts between e t-- a on the one hand

and i and e 0 on the other. However, I 4)osit e 0 a as a morpheme



sup , both the latter morphemes on the basis of its occurrence in

rphemically comparable environments.

2.2.4 Polish verb classification on the basis of thematic vowel tvp

We have seen that there are four type_ present -stem forms, in which

there occur respectively the thematic vowel morphemes a, e a, -c o 0 and

1plus eldloo0. We also have typos of infinitivestem torms, in which there

occur the thematic vowel morphemes a, e;Aa (sometimes ev) a plus 000Ln 0)

e o , and plus evlot./9 As all Polish verbs have present- stein forts

ot one of the above four types and likewise infinitive-stem forms of one

of the four types listed, the verbs may be divided into classes according tip

which combination of present and infinitive stem types they show. This

classification is useful. not only in listing the occurrences of the thematic

vowel morphemes but charting the occurrence of other alternations as

well. It will be adopted in. this study as the basic Polish verb classification.

Below are listed the various classes of verbs:

A. Verbs with present and infinitive stem forms having the same thematic

vowel alternation.

a. Verbs with the same thematic vowel morpheme in all forms.

1. Thematic a (designation: :1-verbs)

2. Thhatic evlovica (e-verbs)

3. Thematic eosa (e-verbs)

b. Verbs with same combination of thematic vowel morphemes in both

present and infinitive stems.

4. Thematic i plus thematic ;co 01-n0 (i-verbs)

B. Verbs in which the present and infinitive stems show dissimilar thematic

vowel morphemes.
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5. Thematic a in present-s

stem ms (a/e-verbs).

len thematic evla in infinitive-

Thematic e.,,o Li 0 in present -stem a in infinitive -stem

forms (e /a- verbs) .

Thematic evo.,10 in present-stem forms, eola in in tive-

stem forms 6-verbs).

8. Thematic avid in the present-stem forms, evio i in the

infinitive-stem _ (e -verbs).

Thematic i plus e o 1.60 i the present -stem forms, a in the

infinitive-stem forms (lid - verbs).

10. Thematic i plus e o v 0 in the present-stem fo e 1.1 a in the

infinitive-stem forms (i/e-verbs).

Examples of various verbs of the above classes are giver. in tabular fotiu

at the end of this study. Of the above classes,, a. and e/a contain a

large proportion of all Polish verbs. The a and i classes and to a lesser

extent the e/6._ class are productive, and the e/a class is p-__dlictive in

conjunction with the stem - suffixes_ uulov and u

The e-verbs make up a fair proportion of the to 1 number of verbs,

but their class is no longer productive, except in conjunction with the

stem-suffix nono17. The i '-verbs also form a fait proportion of ,he total,

but the class is not productive. The remaining non-productive classes are

represented by but a few verbs each. The g7verbs frequently have, alternate

present-stem forms of the a type, thus showing a tendency to be assimilated

to the e/-class. The a/e-class is represented only by the verb r1.1

'to have' and its compounds and the /e class by 141 'to eat' and its

compounds.
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Prethematic consonantal alternation.

Alternation of the consona

the last consonan

preceding the thematic vowel. (that

element, base or stem-suffix, _mm_ ely

preceding the vowel) is very frequently conditioned by the themtic vowel

(that is, by the particular allomorph of the thematic morpheme) which

occurs after them. The alternations which occur are various types of

substitutive softening (classified according to the scheme in "Morpho-

phonemics" 1.5.1.1). Alternations covered by morphophonemic statements

classified as automatic change are in principle not listed in this paper,

as their occurrence is automatic. Thus, this section does i.ot treat such

alternations as vin f in muv-i4 'to speak' muf 0- 'speak!'. However,

in a number cif cases below I have mentioned the occurrence of such changes

in various verbs, particularly when they occur together with special

morphophonemic changes, as an aid to the reader, but always specifying

in such cases that the change mentioned is general (automatic). All

statements below concerning simple (unprefixed) verbs apply also to their

prefixed compounds, unless otherwise stated.

The prethematic consonant alternations treated in this section are

always conditioned by the occurrence of some morpheme or morpheme variant

(thematic vowel, formant, or ending) in their environment. They do not

have morfiemic status themselves, but are, as pointed out above, examples

of special morphophonemic alternation.

2.3.1 Verbs of the a and e classes, with the exception of day 'to give'

and vielec 'to know' show no prethematic consonantal variation. The

two verbs mentioned show the alternation d 0 (see "Morphophonemics"

1.5.1.2.2) conditioned by an alternation of the preceding vowel with zero

(see 2.5.2.2.1 and 2.5.2.2.3 below) with stage II alternants of d
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occurring in the forms which have the vowel and zero in the forms which

have vowel. In
/ the one form with the vowel a in the base

Pres. dela:0 has prethemat c 3_ (stage 1Tb). In of those

forms having the vowel c in the base the 3. pl. pros., pres. part., imp,,

and the v7bal noun have prethematic and the remaining forms with e in

the base have prethematic See 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 for examples.

/ /
2. The -verb j_C8C 'to eat' shows the alternation d .0 occurring

in the verbs treated in the preceding paragraph, i.e. in conjunction with an

alternation of the preceding vowel with zero. In those forms which have a

vowel in the base see 2.5.2.2.7 below) d or its stage II alternants occur.

a occurs in the 3. pl. pros., imp., pros. part., past part., and verbal

noun, with d in the remaining forms showing a vowel in the base. Before

/the infinitive formant sA is replaced by in accordance with

"Morphophonemics" 1.5.1.2.3 See 6.8 below for examples.

2.3.3 The a/e verb mjec 'to have' shows the base-variant m- (stage I)

before thematic morpheme a in the present-stem forms other than the

,imperative and the variant Ti- (stage 11) before thematic ena in the imperative

and in the .intinitive-stem:'

m-a-m 'I have' ai:tjIL ave.!' -a-w-a 'she ha

2...).4 The i/a-verb spas 'to sleep' shows the cluster (stage I) before

thematic a, sl-c (stage 11) before thematic e and o, and p (stage II minus

see "Morphophonemics"'1.1.6.1) before thematic,i and zero.

'to leep' .

s-07ii-0 'sleep!'

sleeping'

-i-0 'he's sleeping'

2.3.5 In A-verbs, if the prethematic consonant belongs to the velar or

liquid class, the consonant will show no change, being uniformly stage II

(stage ila in the case of velars). If the prethematic consonant is labial

r front, there will be an alternation. Labial consonants will be stage II



before all thematic vowels but and zero, icfore which latter they

automatically lose the following j, thus becoming stage I. Front consona

show stake Ito before thematic i and ztUo and stage fTb before thematic

e and

trafic 'to hit'

trafi-e-w

-o-nc-0

-o =n =y

-e-n-e

traf-i-0

.-1-C

-i-w-a

1. sg. pres.

pres. part.

past part.

verbal noun

3. sg. pros.

inf.

fern. sg. 1 -form

2. sg. imp.

/,
nosic to car

nos-e-w

-o-

-o-n-y

/
nos-1-0

iac

i -w-a

-0-0-0

.3.6 Verbs of the i -class show no change if the prethematic consonant

is or or liquid other than n, the consonant being stage II before all

thematic vowels. If the prethematic consonant is labial, it will be

stage II before all thematic vowels except thematic i and zero, in accord

with the general morphophonemic principles in Polish. If the prethematic

consonant is n, we have n (stage I) before thematic e and o followed by

the ending T.1 and the formant -ne- but n (stage II) before all other

occurrences-of thematic vowels. If the prethematic consonant is of the

front class, we have stage Ha in all forms except present tense forms

with the ending 7, the present participle, and the verbal liourr, where we have

stage Lib.
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lub'ic 'to love'

lup -0 -O -0 imp. 2. sg.

lub-i-0 3. sg. pres.

lubj-e-w 1. sg. pres.

-nc-0 pres. part.

-e-c inf.

-a-w-a fem. sg. 1-form

-a-n-y past. part.

-e-n-e verbal noun

/

za amnec 'to re _ember'

zaponni- -ij-0 imp. 2. sg.

-1 -0 3. sg. pres

inf.

- a-w-a fem. sg. 1-form

- e-c

za-pomn-a-n-y

/
-e-n-e

zapomn-e-W

'past. part.

verbal noun

1. sg. pres.

pres. part.

vile 'to see'

a-w-a

./
v13-a-n-y

/

-e-n-e

-e-w

one-0

2.3.7.1 Verbs of the e class with prethematic k and g show k and 2.

(stage I) in the present tense forms with the ending W (1. sg. and 3. pl.)

hereafter called 7,i-forms; in the present participle, in the 1- form, nd

in the gerund. In the remaining forms, except the infinitive, they show
,

o and z (stage IIa). In the infinitive k or fall and the infinitive

formant occurs in its allomorph
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pjek- 'to hake'.

1. sg. pres. pjek-e-t7 3. sg. pres.

pres. part. -o-nc-0 imp. 2. sg.

fem. sg. 1-form -0-w-a past part.

gerund -04y verbal noun

v
pjec -e-0

-0-0-0

-o-n-y

-e-n-e

2.3.7.2 Verbs of the e class with prethematic s and z show s and z

(stage 1 ) in the c-for s in the -resent participle, in the 1-forms except

for the masc. pers. plu., and automatically g and i in the gerund. In

the remaining forms they show stage lia (g and

1. sg. pres.

pres. part.

fern. sg. 1-form

gerund

/ /1
nesc to cart

nos-e-1.7

v v__

-

imp. sg. nos -0`0 -0

inf. -0-c

pers. plu. 1-form -0-1-i

3. sg. pres. -e-0

past part. -o-n-y

verbal noun -e-n-e

2.3.7.3 Verbs of the e.-class with prethernatic t and d show t and d (stage 1)

in the i77-forms, in the present participle, in the 1 -form, and in the- rued.

They !Mow c and a (stage IIb) in the verbal noun and in the masculine

personal nominative plural of the ast participle.

Before the infinitive forma. c- t and d are replaced by s. In the

remaining forms c and a (stage Ila) appear.
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/

.a1!/ to squeeze'

1. g. pres. g4t-e-T;

-0-nc-0 3. sg. pres:

-w-a past part.

gnut-O-sy m. nom. sg.

pres. part

fem. sg. 1-form

gerund

inf.

/2. sg imp. gner-0-0-0

-e-0

-0-n-y

m. pers. nom. p1. gnec-e-n-i

bal noun -e-n-e

2.3.7.4 VerbS of the e-class with prethematic nasal. These verbs have

prethematic 7; (with its automatic alternant; see Morphophonemics", 1.3.14

and 1.4.2) in the infinitive -stem forms. In the present-stem forms they

have m or n (stage 1) in the 77-forms and present participle and inj or n

(stage II) in the remaining forms, except that m occurs in the imperative

as a .consequence of automatic
morphophonemic principles (see "Morphophonemicsn,

1.3.5, 1.3.6.1, and 1.36.2).

v ,/zalo_ c o occupy' zaconc to begin-

1. prey

.-0-ij-0

za-jmj-e-0

imp. 2. sg.

3. sg. pres.

inf. /

za-jon-0-c

fern. sg. 1-form za-je-0- -a

gerund za-jow- -f;'y

past part. za-jen-0-t-y

verbal noun /

za-jen- c-e

za- cn -e-w

v/
za-cn-0-. -0

-e-0

v /. /
za-con-0-c

v
za-ce-0-w-a

v
za-cow-0-f

za-cen-0-tnr

Y
za-cen-0-c-e

2.3.7.5 Verbs of the e class ith prethematic r (stage I) show 1 in

the non -u forms of the present tense, in the imperative, and in the infinitive.

In the remaining forms they have r.



v
7,ec to tear'

1. sg. pres. dr-e-i74 fem. sg. 1-form dsr-O-w-a

pres. part. -o-nc-O gerund -0--),

3. sg. pres. d- e -0 past part. -0-t-y

2. sg. imp. -0-yj-0 verbal noun -0-c-?

inf.

2.3,7.6 Verbs of the e class with prethematic These verbs show w

tage I) in the 1-form and the gerund; and in a variant form of the past

part. In the remaining forms they show 1 (stage II). Only two verbs,

miec grind' and oleo to weed' belong to this subclass. The forms given

below are those sanctioned by the standard grammars and used in formal

speech, but in colloquial speech the stage II prethematic variant has

tended to be generalized, so that we encounter such variant forms as

imperative m1 -e -j- and 1-form me2. -i-w-0:

/
role' to grind'

1. sg. pres. mjel- inf.

3. pg. pres. -e-0 masc. sg. me -0-0-0

2. sg. imp. -0-0-0 gerUnd

pres. part. -o-nc-O

past. part. -o-n-y or me

verbal noun -e-n-e

2.3.8 prethematic consonant alternation in verbs of the Oa class. Many

verbs of this class show an alternation between the infinitive-stem (before

thematic a) and the present- (before thematic e Lit o vi0). The infinitive-_
stem forms show stage 1. prethematic liquids and labials are stage 11 in the
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present-st-_ (exc fit, of course, that the j after the labials drops in the

imperative forms due to the oper tion of general morphophonemic principles

stated in "Morphophonemics" 1.3.5, 1.3.6.1, and 1.3.6.2). Prethematic

velars are stage IIa and front consonants stage lib in the present -stem,

excepting that t alternates with s (a regular, but less common alternation

t i c also occurs).

1. sg. pres.

pres.

2. sg. imp.

inf.

fem. sg. 1-form

past part.

verbal noun

/ ,

wapas 'to catch'

wapj-e-7

-e-O

p-0-0-0

/
wap-a-c

-a-w-a

ap-an-y

wap-a-n-e

isa. 'to write'
1. sg. pres. pis-e-7

3. sg. pres. 7e-0

2. sg. imp. -0 -0 -0

inf. pis-a-4

fem. sg. 1-form -a-w-a

past part. -e-n-y

verbl. noun -a-n-e

kara_ 'to punish'

-e-O

-)kA-0-0-0

kar-a-6

-a-w-a

-a-n-y

/
-a-n-e

V
'se ac to whisper' pwaka61 o cry'

se` pwac -c-w

-e-0

-0-0-0
V /
sept-a-c

-a-w-a

/ .

-a-n-e

-e-0

-0-0-0

pwak-a-4

-a-w-a

v vIn addition to Agp-, the present-stem variant sepc7 also exist for _

but is rare. This verb likewise has an imperative variant showing the

infinitive-stem thematic and prethematic variants.- In verbs of this class

there are no examples of prethematic n, and only one of prethematic x



(odyx 'to breathe Prethematic v appears in this class in stem-suffixes, where it

does not alternate according to the above statements, but with zero as

described below in section 2.4.

A limited number of verbs of this class (bra61 'to take', prat 'to

wash', rvac 'to tear', zvac be called', ssac 'to suck', and wgac

'to lie') show a different pattern of alternation. In these verbs we have

stage I in the infinitive-stem forws, in the present participle, and in the

w-forms. In verbs with prethematic v we also have stage I in the imperative

forms due to the operation of automatic morphophonemic principles.

In the remaining present-stem forms we have stage II (ila in the case

of verbs with prethematic front and velar consonants). The verb jexac 'to

drive', which has an irregular base alternation, also shows this pattern

in its present-stem forms. In the case of the verbs mac and ssa_ variation

according to the pattern described here is standard, but some idiolects

show these verbs with T-forms of the a-type. The verb wga may also have

prethematic z (st(stage II) in all present-stem forms (that is, alternation

according to the predominant pattern of e/a-verbs

1. sg. pres.

prey, part.

3. sg. pres.

brae 'to take' rva 'to tear'

bjor-e-7 rv-e-V (rvj-e-w substandard)

-0-nc-0 -o-ne-0

bje- -0 rvj-e-0

2. s. imp. bjeg-0-0-0

inf.

fem. sg.-1-form -a-w-a

past part. -a-n-y

verbal noun -a-n-e

ry -0 -

I

-a -c

-a -w -a

-a-n-y

-a-n-e



2.3.9 Verbs of the ea class usually show no prethematic consonant alternation.

Some verbs of this class with the base-extension e show a change from stage

Ila to rib in the verbal noun. Thus, from francue 'to become Frenchified'

we have sfrancuelle. But not all e Xverbs with the base-extension e show

this alternation:

/

wobuzec become a hooligan', wobuS.e

The verb 1/47e6 'to boil' shows no alternation in most idiolects, but may in

others show r (stage I) in the w-forms and in the present participle.

Thus, -o-.v77 'they're boiling'. The verb 2ce 'to want', which has an

ii- regular thematic vowel distribution e a in the infinitive -ster s and

in the imperative, e o v o in the remaining present-stem forms)
, shows xZ-

(stage IIa) before ekia but xc (stage III)) before el-10,10. Thus, inf.

xc-e-c, 2. sg. imp. xc-e-j-0, fem. sg. 1-form xc-a-w-a, 1. sg. pres. xc-e-

3. sg. pres. xc -e -O.

2.4 Stem suffixes. These are morphemes which appear before the thema:

vowel and after the verb base in some verbs. The following stem-suffixes occur

in Polish.

2.4.1 -01167- This suffix occurs only in e-verbs. It has the following

allomorphs: nif)6 in the present-stem fors, Prethematic n and n alternating

as described in 2.3.7.4 above;
_17:1 in the past. participle and verbal noun;

and now vinex7.7 in the remaining infinitive-stem forms, e and o alternating

according to "Morphophon ic ' 1.5.2.1.3 (i (e 1 alternation

In many verbs this suffix has a defective distribution. In a large, number

it appears only in the present-stem
t in zosta 'to remain' zostanet7

shall remain'). In others it appears in the present-stem and in some

of the infinitive-stem forms (in such a case always in the infinitive)

and is absent in one or more of the remaining infinitive -stern forms. In
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erbs having this suffix it may be b =nt in the imperative or other
present -stem t

1 pres.

es. part.

pres.

sg. imp.

inf. -non

1-form 3. sg. masc. -no -0-w-0

1. sg. masc. -ne -0-w-0-em

fern. -ne -0-w-a

now -0 -fsy

//
congnone

congn -e-w

pull'

-n - o -nc -O

-n -o-

-n -0-1j-0

gerund

past part.

verbal noun

-nen-0-t-y

zest rem;

zo-s- n-e-w

_t

-n-e-0

-n-0-0-0

zo-sta- -0-Z

-0-

-0-w-0-em

-0-w-a

2.4.2 -u/ov- This suffix appears only in /a-verbs. It may appear

independently or immediately preceding the suffix -u/iK-. When it appears

with -11/iy7, it has thy' allomorph ov in all forms. When it appears otherwise,

it has the allomorph u in the present-stem forms (before thematic evio610)

and ov in the infinitive-stem forms (before thematic a). Occasionally

-v- marks imperfective aspect in verb pairs (kilailsL 'you'll buy' versus

kup-u- e-s
4

'you're buying') and is very productive as a derivative suffix

making verbs from both native and borrowed roots (brak 'lack brakova

be lacking'; abonament 'subscription' abonovac
/
'to subscribe').

bud-ov-a-csg. pres.

budovaq 'to build'

inf.bud-- -0

1. sg. pres. --u-le-w fern sg. 1-form -ov-a-w-a

2. sg. imp. -u -0 -j-0 past part. - ov -a -n -y

pres. part. u- jo -nc -0 verbal noun -ov-A- -e



2.4.3 v- This suffix also appears only in verbs of the a type. It

usually marks the imperfective member of a verb pair.

vykohyvA finish'

F
sg. pros. vy-kon-u-je-0 inf. vy-kon-yv-a-c

-u-je-w 1-form1. sg. pres. -yv-a- -a

pros. part. -u-jo-nc-0 verbal noun

2. sg. imp. -u -0 -0

2.4.4 -v- This suffix has two types of distribution. First, it appears

in a few verbs of the ei_ type, in which verbs it occurs only before

thematic a, being absent before thematic ei o 0. ecnndly, it appears in

a much larger number of a-verbs. There it occurs in all forms. Like

-ufyv-, it marks the imperfective members of verb pairs.

davae' 'to give' doleva 'to add by pouring'

3. s pros da-je-0 do-le-v-a-0g. .

2. sg. imp. -v-a-j-0 -v-a-j-0

inf. -v-a-c

fem. sg. 1-form - v -a -w -a -v-a-w-a

-a -c

2.5 Alternation in the verb-base.

2.5.1 Base-extensions. A number of verbs show alternation in their bases,

whereby the base has a final vowel in the present-stem forms and lacks this

vowel in the infinitive -stem forms. I term this vowel a base-extension.

The vowel is either e or o. A fairly large number of verbs of the e/a and

classes have the base-extension e. Two verbs d thei compounds)

/
of the i a class, _ac 'to.be standing' and bac sew 'to fear' have the base-

extension o. The base-extension o alternates with u

see "Morphophonemics ", 1.5.2.1.3). Thus:

ul alternation,



sg. pros.

2. sg.

inf.

. sg. 1-form

/ / / /
idolac stnec SCac

to add by pouring' 'to exist' 'to stand'

. /do-le-je-O lstne-je-0 sto-_j i-0

i-0 -0 -J-0 stu-0 -J-0

/
c istn -e -c s -a -c

-a-w-a -a -w -a -a -w -a

Base-vowel alternation. Many Polish verbs show alternation of

internal vowels of their bases. These alternations are of the type described

in section 1.5.2 of "Morphophonemics". The conditions of their occurrence

are stated there.

2.5.2.1 Base -vowel alternation not involving zero.

2.5.2.1.1 ovt ul. This alternation appears in some i-verbs with u appearing

in the imperative forms and o in the remaining forms._ It also appears in

e-verbs with n appearing in the infinitive, masc. sg. 1-form (except when

followed by the copula), gerund, and imperative.

zrobil 'to make, do' pame 'te help'
inf. z-rob-i-6. 1. sg pres. po-mog-

2. sg. imp. z- _p-0-0-0 3. sg. pres.

2 p1. imp. -0-0-e 2. sg.

inf.

gerund

1 -form 3. sg. masc.

po-ma.-e-0

po-m1A-0-0-0

po-mu -0-c

po- muk -sy

-0-0-0

1. sg. masc. po-mog-O-w-em

fem. -0-w-a

2.5.2.1.2 eul a. This alternation appears in the verbs leA 'to crawl,

walk', jex.a. 'to ride', and verbs containing the base jCiellez. The latter

two verbs show irregular base alternations which will be treated below

(2.5.3). In lest the alternation appears only in the infinitive-stern ms,

e appearing throughout the present stem, while in lexac the alternation



appears only before the d

in 6.6.3.
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/
of the present stem. -__ac is exenirlified

/

znalese 'to find'

1 -form 3. masc. __-lse--0-0-0

masc. pers. p1. z-na-le-0-1-i

2.5.2.1.3 em(oAu). This alternation, ri-Tresenting a combination of

o- and oL/1 ul appears only in certain e-verbs.

sg. pres.

/ //
nese to carry'

/ /nes-e-0 1. sg. pres. nos-e-w

2. sg. imp. -0-0-0 pres. part. -0-nc-0

/
-0 -c 1-form 3. sg. fem. -0-w-a

masc. pers. pl. 1-form -0 -1 -( 1. sg. masc. -0-w-0-em

inf.

gerund

3. sg. masc. nus-0-0-0

/ v V
nns -0-sy

2.5.2.1.4 (e This alternation appears in certain e-verbs

including those orms (present -stem) of the verb bye which contain w or its

alternants.

3. sg. pres.

vy
esowse 'to shake'

esews-e-0

f m sg. 1-form esews-0-w-a

past par csews -o-n -y

2. sg.

inf.

masc. sg. 1-form

V V m /
csows -0 -0 -0

-0-c

V °.
csows -0 -0 -0

2.5.2.2 Base alternations involving zero. In most of these alternations,

the base will show a vowel in the present-stem or in the infinitive-stem

and no vowel in the other stem. Only in the verbs mie6 and plea and in.

e-verbs with bases ending in r (2.5.2.2.3 and 2.5.2.2.6 below) does the

alternation of vowel and zero not correspond to the division between present

and infinitive stem forms.



2.5.2.2.1 evl 01
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This alternation occurs in the verb N.4owcf take',

e occurring in the presents zero in the infinitive stctn. Thus. in

vzow-0-c versus 3. sg. pres. vezm3_-e- It also occurs in the verb

yLifir- 'to know', 0 occurring in the forms of the present tense, excepting

the 3, pl., with e in the remaining forms. See 6.2.1 for examples.

2.5.2.2.2 :a_ ThisThis alternation /occurs in the rare e/a-verb swat to

make (a bed)'. Thus, infinitive sw-a-c versus 3. res. Seel -e-0.

2.5.2.2.3 avl 0. This alternation occurs in e-verbs with bases ending

in r. In such verbs a occurs in the present stem forms and in the infinitive,

with zero occurring in the remaining infinitive -stem forms. It also occurs

in the a-verb lac 'to give', occurring in all forms except the 3. pl. pres.,

where a occurs. See 6.1.1 and 6.3.2 below for examples.

2.5.2 2.4

It oc urs

0. This represents a combination of ei,t

in the e a-verbs brae take' and pray 'to wash'.

bra 'to take'

1 sg. pies. bjor-e-T., inf. br-ac

e L+1 0

3. sg. pres. bje-e-0 fern sg. 1 -form -a-w-a

2. sg. imp. bjeg.- 0-0-0

2.5.2.2.5 (e T/ 0 1
. This represents acombination of (e and

in conjunction with the prethematic alternations of m or n.with w described

in 2.3.7.4 above. It occurs in e-verbs with bases ending is nasals,

Velars preceding the alternating vowel have, of course, a following 1

before e or o (see "Morphophonemics" 1.3.12 and 1.5.2J.5).
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i/
'onodone 'to blow' 11

1. pres. dm -e -w gn -e--

3. sg. pres.

inf.

masc.

fem. sg. 1-f_

past part.

verbal noun

1-form

dmj-e-0

don- -c

do -0-w-0

d -0 -w-a

den-0-t-Y

-c

Co -0-w-0

g'e

/
den-0-e-e g'e 0-c-e

bend'

2.5.2.2.5 . This is the same alternation as the foregoing,

with the addition of an alternation of the consonant preceding the alternating

vowel, stage I appearing before zero nd stage II (In in the case of

front consonants) before e and cp. It represents therefore a combination of

(e _d 2.

pres.

3. sg. pres.

masc. sg. 1-form

sg. 1-form

to -e-w

to -e-0

co-0-w-0

ce-ø-w

I /
cone 'to cut'

past part.

verbal noun

/

con-0-c

cen-0-t-y

/ /
cen-0-c-e

5.2.2.6 evi 02 plus e 02. This alternation, where we have e alternating

with zero, the consonant preceding the alternation being stage I before zero and

before some occurrences of e and stage 11 before the remaining occurrences

occurs in two e-ve bs, mlec 'to grind' and Ilec 'to weed', whose bases end in 1.

These verbs have zero in the infinitive, e preceded by stage I in the

1-foim and gerund, and e preceded by stage II in the remaining forms.

Forming a small isolated subgroup and being of relatively rare occurrence

(at least in the speech of city dwellers, who are the bulk of those who

habitually speak standard Polish, the peasant speaking other dialects), these
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verbs tend to be ,assimilated to more frequently occurring patterns in

colloquial speech, age Ill replacing stage I before the e in the 1-form

(the gerund is not used in colloquial speech), thus making this alternation

of simple e

section 6.3.3 below.

2.5. .2.7 0. This alternation occurs in the e _-verb jesc

Examples of the forms of mlec may be found in

eat', 0 occurring in the present tense forms, excepting the 3. pl., e

occurring in the re...,fining present-stem forms, and ea in the infinitive-

stem forms, e and a alternating according to the conditions listed in

"Morphophonemics" 1.5.2.1.2. For examples see 6.8 below.

2.5.3 Irregular alternation of the verb-base. A small number of Polish

verbs show alternations in the verb-base not covered by morphophonemic

statements valid for other Polish morphemes. I term such alternations

irregular. Verbs showing irregular base alternation are listed below, and

examples are given in secion 6.

2.5.3.1 The e-verb idl go (under one's own power)' and its compounds

show the following base-variants: id- (-1a7 in compounds) with the

prethematic consonant alternations characteristic of e-verbs with base-

final d in the present-stem forms and in the infinitive, s- before the 1-formant

followed by a vocalic ending ( e., in all 1-forms except the masc. sg.),

v
sed- in the remaining infinitive-stem forms (masc. sg. 1 -form and gerund).

The two latter variants show the alternations di.,10 conditioned by evl 01

/ ._/ /which also occur in the present stem of sc
/

and vje3ec.

2.5.3,2 Verbs of the e class with bases consisting of na- plus J 1-2

show na -jd- with the prethematic consonant alternations characteristic of

e-verbs with base-final d in the present stem and na-lez with e ±a base-'
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vowel alternation conditioned by the prethematic consonant alternations

characteristic of e-verbs with base-final z in infinitive-stem.

5.3.3 Thee -verb vziorti 'to take' shows the alto nations characteristic

cif_ e-verbs ending in nasals as well as the e 01 alternation already

mentioned ( .1). In addition the imperative shows the truncated

base-variant vez (loss of m, substitutive softening of z).

Those speakers who the infinitive vZoil also have a base-variant

vows- in the infinitive instead of vzowc.

2.5.3.4 The e-verb ows 'to sit down' shows the base 4ond- with the usual

prethematic consonant alternations characteristic of verbs of its class

in the pre:lent-_ forms and in the infinitive. In the remaining

infinitive-stem forms the variant sed with e alternation of the base-vowel

occurs.

2.5.3.5 The verb by has the base-variant bend- with the usual

prethematic consonant changes characteristic of verbs of its class and the

base -vowel alternation

in the infinitive-stem.

) -1 in the present-st and the base variant

The verb byc is anomalous in that in addition to the forms occurring

in the other verbs it has certain additional forms made by the addition of

the copula forms to the base-variants lest-, sow- and by-.

The forms of the copula will be described below.

2.5.3.6 The e/a verb 'exec 'to ride, travel' shows .the base-variant

with the prethematic consonant alternation and e a alternation described

above in the present-stem and the root- variant jex- in the infinitive-stem.

2.5.4 Morphemic status of the verb-base.

The individual verb bases (or _heir variants, if there is variation

between bases of the various forms of a given verb) represent allom ohs



of morphemes comprising the several bases of distributionallv established

families of words which turn out to be related in moaning. I --1 such

morphemes verb roots,? An example of variation in a verb root: s-v-c

'to haul, convey' 'to haul. repeated

'wagon' voz-u of a wagon'.

Verb roots have morphemic status

/ /SV-VOZ-1-C import vus-

that their allomorphs (individual

bases and base variants) are complementarily distibuted and in that they con-

tract with the allomorphs of the other verb roots.

3.0 Endings. Polish verb forms show erne of two kinds of endings, that is,

their endings are either verbal or nominal. Nominal endings are those of

the verbal noun, which are identical with the endings of the soft-stem neuter

noun, those of the present participle, which are identical with the adjective

endings, those of the past participle, which are identical also with the

adjective endings, and those of the 1-form, which are identical with the

nominative endings of the third person pronoun on.3

As the description of these endings is the province of nominal rather'

than verbal morphology, they will not be treated further in this study.

There are six verbal endings, which occur in various allomorphs. All

six occur in the present tense. Only three occur in the imperative forms,

All six also occur in the forms of the copula, which are not endings but

enclitics occurring in conjunction with nominal forms.

A construction consisting of substantive plus copula is the syntactic

equivalent of a verb form. The copula occurs with certain verb forms,

notably the l-form. Verb forms with which the copula occurs are, of course,

verb forms which have a syntactically substantival function.

The verb endings and copula forms are given in the table below. Each

item in the table is an allomorph and all allomorphs in each, horizontal row

form a separate morpheme. 4
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Present tens
cndin= in

stems
-ma tic

sg. -w

. pl. -jow -w

-0 -0

2.

-my

2. pl. -ce

Imperative Copula: r

vowel consonant

-m -em

=0 -0

-0 -0

-s

-my

-ce

-0

-my

/

-cc

1

-s

/
-smy

/ /
-sce

-es

/
-esmy

1 /
-esce

if we examine the variants of the individual endings, we note a numbe

common morphophonemic variations. Thus, between the postconsonantal and

postvocalic copula forms we have the variation etn 0 (except in 3. sg. and

pl.). In the 1. sg. we have the alternation In the pres tense

forms of the 3. pl. ending we have the alternation ovl 0 and in addition

the automatic pretixation of j occurring when an inflexional element

beginning with a vowel follows an element ending in a vowel. The alternation

of s and in the 2. sg. is a stage alternation. Examples of the

endings in present tense forms:

Iswuxac smjec myc brorfiZ
'to listen' 'to dare' 'to wash' 'to defend'
swux -a -m smj-e-m my -je -w bron -e -w

-a-s

-a-0

V
-c -s

-e-O

-j e-;*

- -0

-1-S

-1-0

1. pl. -a-my -e -my -je-my -i-my

2. pl.
/

-a-ce /
-c -ce /

-je-ce -i-e

3. pl. -a -jot -e -how -jo -w -o-w
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Examples of the endings in imperative forms:

i2. sg. swux-a-j-0 smj-e-j-0 -0-j-0 brolc-0-0-0

/ /2. pl. -a-j-ce -e-j-de -0-j-de -0-0-cl.e

1. pl. -a-j-m- -e-j-my -0-j-my -0-0-my

Examples of the copula attached to the 1-form (fern. s , and non-pers. pl.)

and to an anomalous stern of byd' 'to be':

1. sg. swux-a-w-a-m jest-em

2. sg. -a-w-a-s

3. sg. -a a-0

1. pl. - a- w -y -my

//
2. pl. -a-w-y-sce

3. pl. -a-w-y-0

-es

-0

sow-0

y

4.0 Forman . The formants listed below occur in Polish verbs.

4.1 Imperative fo want. This formant has the following allomorphs:

After a stern ending in a vowel, -j-; after a stem ending in a consonant

preceded by a vowel, zero; after a stem ending in a consonant cluster,

alternating with -yj- after retracted consonants. In this forwent

we have the alternation I 0, which usually appears in root-morphemes (see

"Morphophonemics" 1.5.2.2.1) and the alternation a general morpho-

phonemic alternation conditioned by the preceding consonant Examples of this

formant in the 2. sg imp. of the verbs swiaxaC 'to listen', brorliil

defend', mil. 'to wash', spas 'to sleep', and ge 'to tear' appear below:

suntx-a-j-0, broil-0-0-0, my-0-3- -0-11-0

4.2 Present participle foment. This formant has th allomorph -nc- after

thematic o and -jonc- otherwise (after thematic e and a). The alternations

(o O, prefixatlon of J) are the same as in the 3. pl. pres. ending.5



Examples: swux-a- onc-0, 4pj-e-1one-0, bron-o-nc

4.3 Infinitive formant. This formant is - d. When it is attached to stems

ending in k or 1, k or are replaced by zero and d by c (see "Morpho-

-4 ,broriC/, my-07Z,
phonemics" 2.1.2.2.4). Examples:

-c.

4.4 1-formant. This fo -a:- is -w-, with the stage II variant

swux-a-c,

-1- before the

masculine personal plural ending I (a change characteristic of adjective stems)

and the variant zero, when it follows a stem ending in a consonant and is

not followed by a vowel, as semivowels do not appear in Polish in the

s qs or C fi (see "Morphophonemics" 1.3.7.1). Examples from

swuxa 'to listen' and vlea 'to convey':

masc, sg swux-a-w-0 vjus-0-0-0

neut. sg. -a-w-o vjoz-0-w-o

fem. sg. -a-w-a -0-w-a

masc. pers. p1. vje-0-1-i

non-pers. p1. -a-w-y vjoz-0-w-y

4.5 Gerund foment. This f -ant has the allomorph -fry after stems ending

andin a vowel or in w and after stems ending in consonants.6 Examples:

swux-a-fgy, za4o7,77070Y, mew-0-gy

4.6 Past participle formant.. This foment has the following allomorphs:

1 after stems ending in thematic zero preceded by nasal consonant, r, or

any vowel but a, nv14 after stems ending in thematic vowels other than zero

or in thematic zero preceded by A. The stage II consonants e and 4 occur

before the masculine personal nominative plural ending i, t and
11 (stage I)

appearing before the remaining endings, an alternation common to adjective

sterns.



za-jen-0-t-y

my -93- -Y

xe-psu-0-t-y

bron-o-n-y

kox-a-n-y
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za-jen-0-c--1 'occupied'

/
my-0-c-1 'washed'

/ze-psu-0 -c-1 'spoiled'

brotc-e-1-1-i 'defended'

'beloved'

4.7 Verbal noun foment. This formant has the allomorphs e and which

alternate under the same conditions as the allomorphs of the past participle

formant.

1 /
'za-jen-0-c-e occupation, seizure'

my -0-c-e 'washing'

xe-psu-O-c-e 'spoiling'

broLe-4-e 'defending'

kox-a-A-e 'loving'

5.0 Composition of verb forms. The Polish conjugation comprises the

following forms:

Present-stem forms

present tense forms (singular and plural, three persons each)

imperative forms (second person singular, first and second plural

present participle (all the forms of the adjective declension)

Infinitive -st forms

infinitive (one form only)

1 -forms (five forms for three genders in singula two in plural)

gerund (one form only)

past participle (all the forms of the adjective declension)

verbal noun (all the forms of the noun declension)
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We have seen above that it is often convenient fur ease of description to

divide the present tense forms into w-forms and non-w-forms (first person

singular and third person plural being w-forms, the others non-w).

Naturally, not all Polish verbs show all the above forms. The verbal

noun and present pafticiple
occur chiefly in imperfective verbs, while

the gerund and past participle occur chiefly in perfective verbs) Some

verbs lack both past participle and verbal noun.

Others lack an imperative. The above scheme represents a maximum

array of forms. One verb (byd 'to be') is anomalous in that it has two

sets of forms not included in the above scheme. These two sets of forms

consist of the bases jest, sow and la to which the copula forms are added.

In regard to their structure the forms of the Polish conjugation fall

into three types: stem plus ending (present tense), stem plus formant

(infinitive and gerund), stem plus formant plus ending (imperative, present

participle, 1-form, past participle, and verbal noun).

For purposes of syntactic analysis it would be necessary to divide

the verb forms into true verb forms (present
tense, imperative), quasi-

nominal forms (infinitive, 1-form, anomalous forms of tu), nominal forms

(substantival: verbal noun, adjectival: present and past participles),

and an adverbial form (gerund).

6.0 Illustrative tables. Below are given in tabular form examples of

characteristic verbs of each verb crass. The following forms are given

in the following order:
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1. sg. pres. (illustrative of present tense w-forms

2.

sg.

sg.

pres,

pres.

(illustrative of non-T1-forms)

(illustrative of imperative forms)

pres. part. masc. nom. sg. short form (illustrative of present participle

forms)

infinitive

1-fo__Is (fem. rg., if there is no stem variation in the 1-forms. In

those verbs which have stern variation in the 1-forms, chiefly

verbs of the e class, the masc. sg. and masc. pets: pl. are given

as well)

gerund

past part. masc. nom. sg. (illustrative of past participle forms)

verbal noun nom. sg. (illustrative of verbal noun forms)

If forms other than those listed are given for any verb, they will be

indicated by an abbreviation placed after them.

Where a given verb does not have one of the above listed forms, its

absence will be indicated by a series of dashes. Other conventions

adhered to in examples given earlier in this study will continue to be observed.

v6.1 a-verbs 6./1.1. a-verb 6.2 e-verbs
-i- listen' .

1swuxa to Asten dae 'to give' rella 'to dare
swux-a-m d -a -rn (3. pl. pres. smj-e-m

da -o-t7)

-a-0 -e-0

-a-j-0 7e-j-0

-e-jonc-0

/ /
.. -a-c -e-c

-a-0

a-J-0

- a-joac-0

- a-w-a a

-a-fsy -a-ay

- a-n-y a-n-y
I

- a-n-e -a-n-e =



6.2.1 t-verb
17j*. 'to know'
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6.3.1 e-verbs
(base -final vowel)

mel 'to wash'

6.3.2 e-verbs
(base-final
dzec

,

to tear'

Ti
vj -e -m (3. pl. pres. my-je-7 dr-e-

vje3-o-
-e-0 -je-0

vjec-0-0-0 -0-j-0

-

-0-Yj-0

vje3-o-nc-0 jo-nc-0 dr-o-nc-0

vje3=e-c- a-e-e

-a-w-0 -0-w-a dar- -w-a

-a-w-a -0-fgy

-c-1-i -0-t-y

(po-vje-a-ay) -04-e

-a-n-y

vje3-e-n-e

6.3.3 e-verbs
(base-final w)
mle 'to grind'

mj el-e-w

e-0

0-0-0

-o-nc-0

e-c

mew -0-v-a

-0-gy

mjel-o-n-y

mjel-e-n-e

-0-t-y

-0--e--e

6.3.4.1 e-verbs
(base-final m)

'to occupy'

za-jm -e-w

- jmj -e-0

-jm -0-ij-0

/
-jon-0-c

-0-w-0

-0-w-a

-0-1-1

-jen-0-t-y



6.3.4.2 e-verbs_
(base-final n)

zacnV 'to begin'
-e-17/

v,
-en -e-0

Y / /

-con-0-c

-co -0-w-0

-ce -0-W-a

-0-1-i

-cow-0-fsy

-cen-0-t-y

y /
-cen-0-c-e

6.3.5.1 e-verbs
(base-final s or z)

vjeh 'to convey by vehicle'
vjoz-e-w

vjez-e-0

vjes-0-0-0

vjoz-o-nc-0

/

vj es-

vjus-0-0-0

vjoz-0-w-a

vjeZ-0-1-i

vjug.-0-Ify

vjez-o-n-y

vjez-e-1(-e
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6,3.4.3 e-verbs
(suffix -n/nave -)

//
c41-1&11(211 'to pull'

tong -n-e-w

-non-0-

-no -0-w-0

-ne -0-w-a

-ne -0-1-i

-ndt-j-0-f4

/

-nen-p-t-y

/ / /
-nen-0-c-e

6.3.5.2 e-verbs
(base-final t or d)
vjeg 'to lead'
vjod-e-w

vj e3-e-0

vjeZ-0-0-0

vjod-o-nc-O

/
vjes-0-o

vjut-0-0-0

viod-0-w-a

vjed-0-1-i

t-0-gy

vje3-o-n-y

zostac 'to remain
zo-sta-n-e-w

/

-n-e-O

4-0-0-0

-0-c

0-w-a

0-f-

6.3.6 e-verbs
(base-final k or g)

stsyc 'to shear, cut hair'
stsyg-e-w

st'64-e-0

V
st4-0-0-0

.

stsyg-o-nc-O

stsy -0-c

sayg-O-w-a

stgyk-O-sy

stsyz-o-n-y

-e-n-e



6.3.7 e-verb (anomalous)
bvc 'to be'

bend -e=ra

/
ben3 -e -O

//
bonc-0-0-0

bend-o-ne-0

by
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6.4 i-verbs
bronic to defend'

broti-e-U

-i-0

-0-0-0

- o -nc =O

/1C

v
141/E

v
zuc-e-w

-y-0

-0-0-0

-o-nc-O

/

-y-c

-0-w-a -i-w-a -y-w-a

-0-ay -y-gy

-o-n-y -o-n-y

-0--e -e-n-e -e-n-e

(plus: jest-em,
_

jest-es . .

so -w, and by-m,
by- etc.)

6.4 i-verbs
prose to beg, reques

pros-1-0

-0-0-0

pros- o -nc -O

pros-i-c

-i-w-a

( 0-)pro-i-f4

pros-o-n-y

-e-n-e

zrobi 'to make, do'

z-robj-e-177

z-rob -i -0

z-rup -0 -0-0

(robj-)o-nc-0

z-rob -i-c

throw'

6.5 ale -verb

rniel 'to have'

m-a-m

-a-0

-e -j -0

m-a-jonc-O

-e-c

-i-w-a -a-w-O

-a-w-a

z-robj-o-n-y

_

-e-n-e

/
-e -nee



6.6 e/a -verbs

isa -to write'

pfg-e-V;

-a-0

-0-0-0

-o-nc-o blor- -nc-

pis-a-

-a-w a

(na-pis-a-ay)

pis-a-

-a-A-a
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brae to fake '

bjcr

bje -e -O

bje-0-0-0

br -a -c

-a -w -a

(vy-br-a-ay

br-a-n-y

6.6.1 e/a-verbs
with stem-suffixes)
enkova 'to thank'

3enk-- ja-U

-u-J

-u-0-j-0

-u-jo-n

3enk-ov-a-e

-ov-a-w-a

(po-3ank-ov-a-fay)

-ov-a-n-y)

/---a-n-e 3enk-ov-a-_-e

6.6.1 e/a-verbs
vykonyva6 'to finish' dava4 'to give'

vy-kon-u-je77

-u-j e-0

-0-j-0

-u-jo-ne-0

-yv-a-e

-yv-a-w-a

da-je-77

-je -O

-v-a-1-0

-jo-ne-0

-v -a -c

6.6.2 e/a -verbs

(with base-extension)
do1a6 'to add by pouring'

do-1e-je-N7

je-0

-0-j-0

(le-jo-ne-()

do-l-a-

-v-a-w-a- -1-a-w-a

yv-a-n-y a-n-y -a -n-y

- yv-a-n-e - v -a -n -c -a-n-e



6.6.3 e/a-verb (irreg.)
jexa 'to ride, go by vehicle'

jad-e-W

je3-e-0

jet-0-0-0

d- nc-0

jex-a-c

-a-w-a

6.7.1 e4-verbs
with base-extension)
zemdied 'to faint'

ze-mdle-j e-g

_j e-0

(mdle-0-j-0)

-jo-nc-0)

ze-mdl -e-c

-a- -0

-a-w-a

-e- -1

-a-fgy

-o-n-y

-e-n-e
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6.7.2 ea-verb
(irreg.)

xcec 'to wish, want'

xc-e-g

- -0

xc-e-j-0

xc-o-nc-0

6.7 ea-verbs
vzec

r-r-
to boil'

vr-e-w

-e-0

-0-yj-0

-o-nc-0 or vr-o-n

-e-c

-a -w -0

-w -a

-e-n-e

6.8 e/e-verb

/ , _
j_s!_e_ 'to ea

j-e-m (3. pl. pres.
e3-o-W)

-c-0

jec-0-0-0

je3-o-nc-0

xc-e-c jes-0-

-a- -0 jat-0-0-0

-a-w-a

-e-1 -i

-a-n-y

-e-n -e

jad-O-w-e

jed-0-1-1

(z-jat-0-ay)

je3-o-n-y

-e-4-e
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6.9 a-verb 6.9.1 i/a-verb
(with base-extension)

6.10 /c-verbs

,

sl
v

swysec 'to hear'spac 'to deep' stagy 'to be standing'

/
sp] -e-w

sp -i-0 -ji-0

sto-je-w swys-e-177

-0-ij-0 stu-0-j-0

-y-0

spj-o-nc-0 sto- jo -nc -0 -o-nc-0

/ /
sp -a-C st -a-c -n -c

-a-w-a -a-w-a -a-w-

(za-sp-a-gy) -a-w-

( -a-n-y) -a-n-o (neut.
sg. nom. short fo

/
sp -a -n -n -a-n-e -a-gy

-a-n-y

6.10 ia-verbs
(base-final front consonant)

_thifi 'to see'

via e-77

Vi3

viro-nc-0

via -e -c

6.10.2 i/c -verbs

(base-final labial
consonant)

lut4d_' 'to love'

lubj-e-17.7

lub

lup -0-0-0

lubj-0-nc-0

/

i-c

-e-n-e

6.10.3 i/X-verbs
(base-final n)

/ /
zapomnec 'to r

zapomn-e-7.7

/
zapomn-i-0

/zapomn-e-c

- a-w - -a- -a-

a-w-a

v
a-f sy

a-n-y -a-n-y -a-n-y)

-a -w -a-w-a

(Za-pom_-a-egy)

/
-a-n-i masc. pers. -e-n-e -e-X-e

nom. pl.)

via-111-e

ember'
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THE POLISH VER.3

(part --interparadigmatic alternations

1.0 In Polish, as in all Slavic languages, the category of aspect is

fundamental in the verbal system. A given verl, belongs to one of two

aspect categories, traditionally called perfective aTd imperfective. It

is possible to assign a verb to one or the other o2 these categories by

syntactic criteria, for there are syntactic frames where only imperfective

verbs occur. Thus, in Polish, any verb which occurs in a periphrastic

construction with the present tense of the verb kyg as auxiliary (e.g.

bend0 Pig or bendeW piw 'I'll be drinking ) is imperfective. Any verb

which cannot so occur is perfective.8
Accompanying the dichotomy perfective-

imperfective, which can be defined, as above, in purely formal terms, is a

semantic distinction. Imperfective verbs describe an action or situation

as an ongoing process and are noncommittal as to its beginning or ending,

while perfective verbs describe an action or process as a finite unit,

bounded at some point in time. Corollary to this, imperfective verbs

usually represent an action as incomplete, in progress, or sometimes as

habitual or repetitive, while perfective verbs usually represent an action

as complete, accomplished (the so-called inceptive verbs represent the

beginning of an action as completed and marked off in time). The present

tense of a perfective verb in Polish has a future meaning, that is, it

describes an action or process as taking place and terminating in the future.9

Only the imperfective verb can be used with present meaning.
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While isolated imperfective and perfective verbs occur (imperfeczive

much more frequently than perfective), Polish verbs usually occur in pairs

with essentially the same lexical meaning, but with the semantic distinction

described above. Both members of a perfective-imperfective pair (aspect

pair) usually have the same morpheme as their base. A morpheme serving

as base for more than one verb will hereafter be called a verbal root

morpheme or simply root. All verbs which have the same root I term a

verb family, A very small number of verb families include aspect pairs

whose members do not share the same root. A verb family almost always

contains an unprefixed verb, which is also usually unsuffixed.

I term this verb the root%verb. If there is more than one unprefixed

verb in the family, the verb without suffix is the root verb. If there is

more than one unprefixed and unsuffixed verb in the family, the verb in

which the root shows fewest morphophonemic alternations from its shape in

other words in which it occurs is the root verb. The root verb is with

few exceptions imperfective. It is typically accompanied by one or more

prefixed verbs with no other alternation of the stem but prefix-tion,

which are perfective. One of these prefixed perfectives may be the

perfective counterpart of the root verb.

Forming aspect pairs with the remaining prefixed perfectives will be

a number of verbs with the same prefixes but with some further modification

of the ste uffixation, morphophonemic vowel class). These I term

prefixed imperfectives. Besides the root verb there may be another

unprefixed imperfective showing the same modification of the stem as the

prefixed imperfectives. This I term the unprefixed secondary imperfective.

In some cases it carries a different shade of meaning fn -m the root verb,

implying habitual, continuous, repetitive (whether sporadic or regular)
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action. In other cases, it seems to be nearly or completely synonymous with

the root verb. The pattern of derivation of a typical Polish verb family is:

verb unprefixed secondary
Imperfective (stem
modification other than

ixation)

prefixed perfectives prefixed imperfectives
(derivation by (prefixation plus other
prefixation) stem modification)

2.Q List of verb family types.

Below I shall list the various types of verb families occurring in my

material (which I believe to cover substantially the entire Polish verb sys

In the formulaic. diagrams the following symbols are used: I = imperfective,

P = perfective, S = the stem containing the simplest form of the root without

suffixes (normally the stem as appearing in the ot verb), p = prefix,

n = the suffix -n /now, m modification of the stem other than prefixation

or addition of -p/now -. Thus pSm indicates modification of the stem

occurring in the root verb through prefixation plus some other modification.

A superscript numeral indicates that the particular constellation of

elements indicated by the formula occurs in a number of verbs equal to the

value of the numeral. Superscript mindicates that that constellation

occurs in an undefined number of verbs. Subscript numerals, when they occur,

indicate an additional modification of the same type as indicated by a

previous formula. Thus, occurrence of p5, pSmi and pSm2 indicate that

besides prefixation the stem is modified in two additional and different ways.

2.1 Root verb imperfective.

2.1.1 Perhaps the simplest type of verb family consists of a root verb

plus one or more prefixed perfectives. If there is only one prefixed



perfective, it is the perfective counterpart of the root verb. If there

more than one, each prefixed perfective will have a slightly different

nuance of meaning and the root verb will be imperfective counterpart of

all of them. Examples:

I P

S

abon-ov-a- za-abon-ov-a-c 'to subscribe'

p_

pS

telefon-ov-a-C za-telefon-ov-a- 4 'to telephone'

po-telefon-ov-a- 'to telephone'

ot- telefon- ov -a -c 'to call back'

s-telefon-ov-a-c 'to get in touch by telephone'

2.1.2 One of the family types occurring most frequently consists of a

root verb plus a number of prefixed perfectives and imperfectives. The

root verb may or may not have a prefixed perfective counterpart- If

it does, that prefixed perfective will not, of course, have a prefixed

imperfective counterpart. Examples:

pS

pS

/ . /
pros -1 -c

i t
pc) -pros -I -c

p

I

'to beg, ask'

t
plie-pro -1-e 'to beg pardon'

za-pros-i-d za-prg'-a-Z 'to invite'

f

e-pros-1-C u-pras-a-c 'to request'

i
Ivy-pro4-i- vy-pras-a-c 'to ask (one) to leave'

v
s-pto4-i4 s-pray -a- c 'to invite many persons'

f-pro-i-e f-prall-a-E. to invite (oneself)'



S
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pSm

mu-O-c 'to be able'

po-mu-O-c po-mag-a4

vy-mu-O-c vy-mag-a-c

V V /pse-mu-O-c pee-mag-a-c

'to help'

demand'

'to conquer'

The foregoing are common verb family types. The remaining types in this

section (2.1) have but a few members each.

2.1.2.1 A variant of the preceding type has two or more prefixed perfectives

corresponding to the root verb and one

prefixed imperfective counterparts.

I P

zu-0- po-zu

-411-04

I

pSma)

v A / v v
pse-zu-10-c pse-zu-v-a-c

prefixed perfect mes with

'to chew'

'to chew up'

'to chew up'

2.1.2.2 A further variant has a, prefixed perfective counterpart to the

root verb and a number of prefixed imperfectives with stem modification

showing no perfective counterparts.

I P I

PS

pSmoo

pj-a-c za -pj -a- 'to crow'
(pres. pje-je2W

o-pje-v-a-1

/
s-pje-v-a-c

'to sing of

'to sing'
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2.1.3 The prefixed perfectives may show a stem modification and the

prefixed imperfectives a further modification.

S

pSm100 pSm200

/ /

mus-e-c must (inf.

/ / v /
vy-mus-i-c vy-mus-a-c compel, extort'_

/ . / v /
z-mus-l-c z-mus-a-c 'to compel'

psy-mud-i4 pgy-mug-a-6' to compel'

2.1.4 The root verb vjel4 'to know' has a family containing a number

of prefixed perfectives, one of which has a prefixed imperfective counterpart

which shows a stem modfication different from the others. A prefixed

imperfective with no perfective counterpart also exists showing the second

stem _odification, and in addition there is a perfective-imperfective pair

showing a third and a fourth stem modification.

S

vje3-e-c

pSaa P

I

po-vjeS-e- c po-vjad-a4

(etc.)

pSm3 pSm4

'to know

to tell, order'

do-vjad-yv-a-j 'to find out'

za-vjad-- -a-c 'to manage

/ . / 1
z-vje3-1-e z-vje3-a-c

'to visit'
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2.1.5 There are a few verb families which are essentially of the same

type as 2.1.2, but with the addition of an unprefixe,1 secondary imperfective.

In verb families of this type the unprefixed secondary imperfective

connotes repetitive or habitual performance of an action.

I

Sm

muv-i-c mavj-a-c

ps00

/
po-muv-i-c

V-MUV-1C

pSm

/
po-mavj-a-c to discuss'

v-mavj-a-6 persuade'

o-muv-i-c 'to discuss'

od-muv-i- od-mavj-a-c to refuse'

za-muv-i-c za-mavj-a-c to order'
etc. etc.

o-mavj-a-c

PS

pS pSm

/ /pis-a-c pis-yv-a- na-pis-a-c

s-pis-a-c

o-pis-a4

'to write'

s-pis-- list'

1
o-pis-yv-a-c 'to describe'

f-pis-a4 'to write
etc. etc.

2.1.5.1 The family of the root verb lee lie' presents a Varian

the foregoing type in that two of its pS verbs are imperfective, rather

than perfective, and have no perfective counterparts.



Sm

leg- iv -a -c
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po-le-e-_

vy-le-e-
etc.

PS

I

pSmcc

po- leg- iv -a -c

vy-leg-iv-a-

'to lie'

'to lie a

while'

to lie
enough'

belong

'to depend'

2.2 Root verb imperfective; some verbs of the family show the suffix -

In a fairly large number of verb families, one or more verbs of the

family contain the suffix -n/now -. Though, like prefixation, this suffix of

itself does not indicate a perfective verb, when only one member of an aspect

pair contains it, then that member is the perfective member. In families

where this suffix plays a role, the perfective counterpart of the root verb

will be unprefixed, but will contain the suffix. A number of prefixed

perfectives and imperfectives may occur. In this case verbs with no other

stem modification than prefixation are prefixed imperfectives, while the

prefixed perfectives are marked by the suffix -n /now -. The (it ',lotion

pattern in families containing -n/oor- is

now-.

perfective counterpart of root verb (Sn prefixed
perfective (pSn)

root verb (SY prefixed
imperfective (pS)

unprefixed secondary imperfective (Sm)

2.2.1 The simple t type of family with -nino0- consists of a root verb plus

one or more perfectives containing the suffix.



Sn

kix-a-d
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t© sneeze'

2.2.2 With prefixed perfectives and imperfectives we have:

faux -a-c

p

vy-bux-a-e"

/ /
bux-non-0-c

pSn°°

'to burst, fall'

vy- x-non- 'to explode'b

The foregoing are the most frequently occurring verb family types with

-n/now-. The following family types have fewer members.

2.2.3 in this type the pS verbs are perfective, with no imperfective

counterparts.

Sn

bryzg-a-c bryz-not -0- c 'to splash'

o-bryzg-a-

z-bryzg-a-c

po-bryzg-a-c

za- bryzg -a-

't bespatter'

'to splash!

'to splash on'

'to drench'

2.2.4 Here both pS and gn are perfective, though with slightly different

shades of meaning.



Sn

3vig-a-c 3vig-non- -t
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pSnoo

'to carry, lift'

i I

po-pig-a-c po-3vig-nor(-0- 'to lift'

u -3vig-a-c u -3vig-non-0-c 'to raise'

etc. etc.

2.2.5 In this type the prefixed imperfective verbs show a stem modification.

Sn

liz-a-c

pS°0 pSmcD

vy-1i z-a-c vy-liz-yv-a-c

I
z -liz-a-Z z

etc. etc.

'to lick'

lick out'

'to lick off'

2.2.6 In this type a double set of prefixed imperfectives occurs, with

and without stem modification.

I I

S Sn

pSm pSn

trysk-a-c trys-non-p-c

vy-trysk-a-c vy-trysk'-iv-a-c

op- trysk -a-4 bp-trysk'-iv-a4

f- trysk-a-4 f - ryskt-iv-a-c

'to splash,
gush'

vy-trys-nor(-0- c to spout
out'

op-trys-no4-0-c Ito spout
onto'

f -trys-no4-0- e 'to splash
into'



2.2.7 In this type the pref
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i7ed verb without stem modification is

perfective in addition to the prefixed perfective with -n/now-. A

prefixed imperfective with stein modification occurs.

S

max-a-c

P

vy-max-a-c

po-max-a-c

za-max-a-c

etc.

Sn

max-non-0-

P

pSn

I

pm

'to wave, flourish'

/ /
vy-max-non-0-c vy-max-yv-a-c to wave, brandish'

po- max -yv-a- 'to wave, brandish'

/

za-max-non-0- c za-max-yv-a-c 'to raise a hand
to strike'

etc. etc.

2.2.7.1 In this type the root verb has no perfective counterpart. A set of

prefixed perfectives with -n/now- occur:!, along with a set with no stem

modification. The prefixed imperfective.. show further stem modification.

The pattern is incomplete in the sample verb, as only four prefixed perfectives

without stem modification occur.

I

S

P

u-vi-0-c

na-vi-0-

po-vi-04

vy-vi-04

P

pSnoo

/ /

u-vi-non-0-c

po-vi-non-0-C

' /vy-vi-non- 0 -c

etc.

I

p9m

u-vi- a c

na-vi-ja-t

/
po-vi-ja-c

vy-vi-ja-c

etc.

'to wind, twine'

make a wreath'

to wind up'

to swaddle'

unwind'
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2.2.8 He .,..e prefixed perfective with -n /now- alternate with those without

that suffix:

S

gad-a-

pSoc

pSnw

pSmx

pSmw

po- gad -a--c po-gad-yv-a4

na-gad-a-c na-gad-yv-a-

1 /
etc. od-gad-yv-a-C

z-gad-not11-0- z-gad-yv-a-Z

to talk'

talk'

'to talk a great deal'

guess'

guess'

2.2.9 A number of verb families containing -n-no77- have unprefixed

secondary imperfectives and represent further variations of the types above.

2.2.9.1 Here there is no compound imperfective.

I

S

I

Sm

2.2.9.2

drg-a4

I

pS

P P P

Sn

pSmt pSnoo

-c 'to hum or

jingle'

za-lAen-e4 'to begin to

hum or jingle'

I I P P

Sm

pSm pSn

v
drt-e-c drg-n -c

za-drg-4 za-d14-e4

quake,

tremble'
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Stun

pSm pSnm

wyk- wyk-no -0-

Po- k -a -c

pse-wyk-a-c

na-wyk-a4 (seta)

po-wk-non-

v / /
pse-wk-non-0-c

-c

2.2.10.3 Here we have an unprefixed secondary imperfective.

I

Sm1

I

dyg-e-t tx-no

P

Sn

I

pSm

od-dyx-a-

z-dyx-a-c

'to swallow'

'to swallow'

'to swallow'

to become

satiated'

P P

pSn2

/
ode- x-non-0-C

na-tx-non -0-t

pSm3n

z-dex-non -04
v / / //dye!c, txnonc and odetxnonc mean 'to breathe',

natxnoric 'to inspire', and 'Idng zdexnonc to expire, "croak".
et

txnonc is very rare.

2.2.11 Families in which the root verb (imperfective) has the suffix -n/now-.

2.2.11.1 In this pattern the root verb corresponds to one or more prefixed

perfectives.

I

Sn

P

pSn-

o-byd-nor-0-cf

V
z-byd-nc4-04

'to become ugly, loathsome

'to become ugly, loathsome'
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2.2.11.2 Here we have root verb and prefixed perfectives with the suffix .

-n/nog-, the prefixed imperfectives without.

I

Sn

/ / /
cong-non-O-c

pSn

pull'

po-cong- po-tong -a-c 'to pull'

vy- cong- non -0 -c vy-cong-a-c
etc. etc.

'to pull out

2.2.11.3 Here the root verb and prefixed perfectives show the suffix -n n g=

and the prefixed imperfectives show a further modification. There may or

may not be a perfective counterpart to the root verb.

Sn

mk-non-O-c

p

/ /
pa-mk-non- -c

vy-mk-non-0-

I

po-myk-a-61

vy-myk-a-c

u-mk-nori- u-myk-a-

'to zoo

'to move forward'

'to shove away'

'to flee, escape'

2.3 Root verb perfective. The great majority of Polish verb families have

imperfective root verbs, but a small number have perfective root verbs.

2.3.1 Most commonly, the perfective root verb has an imperfective counterpart

with stem

Prefixed imperfectives will show the same stem modification. Prefixed

perfectives will show the stem of the root verb with the addition of

their respective prefixes.
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P I

pS pSm

po-d-a-

od-d-a-e

do-d-a-c

etc.

da-v-a-c

po-da-v-a-c

od-da-v-a-c

do-da-v-a-d

etc.

give'

'to hand over'

'to return'

'to add'

2.4 Families with no unprefixed root verb. A small number of verb

families has no unprefixed root verb, but simply a number of prefixed aspect

pairs, the imperfective member of each showing some variation in its stem

with respect to the perfective counterpart.

pS pm

za-watf-i-Z za-watfj-a-C 'to settle, take care of

u-watf-1-6' u-watfj-a-c 'to facilitate'

2.5 Families with more than one root. In a few cases verb families show

two roots. In these cases the following constellations occur.

2.5.1 In this type we have prefixed perfectives made on the stem _ the

perfective root verb and prefixed imperfectives made on the stem of the

imperfective root verb

I

Si

kwas-0-c

with modif ication.

I P

2

pSim

WOZ-

P

PS2c°

psv e-kwad-a-c pse-voz- -c

etc. etc.

'to put, lay'

'to,carry over,
translate'
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2.5.2 Here we have two imperfective root verbs, with prefixed imperfectives

made on the stem of the one and prefixed perfectives made on the stem of

the other. A secondary unprefixed imperfective is made by modification of

the stem of the root verb on which the prefixed imperfectives are based.

I I I I P

Sl Sim 52

pSi

0' / / / /
xo3-i-c xa3-a-c is-0-c
'to go 'to go 'to go (as

(habitually)' sporadically)' continuous
action)'

/ . /
vy-xo3-1-c

etc.

2.5.3 Here is another pattern with two root verbs.

Si
S2

pSiG) PSim

br-a-c

psim

ze-br-a4 z-bjer-a-c

vy-bjer-a-
etc. etc.

po-bjer-a4

PS2

Ps2'

/ A /
ve-js-w-c to enter'

/ 1 ,

vy-js-0-c to go
etc. out'

/

vzon-0-c take'

'to gather'

'to choose'

/ /

po-vzon-0-c 'to get, resolve'

Classification of alternations occurring between members of a verb family.

Alternations occurring between members of a verb family comprise re-

fixation, suffixation, shift of thematic class, and root modification.

Prefixation (contrasted with its absence) marks the perfect-v member

of an aspect pair. It does not occur together with other features in
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distinguishing aspect counterparts. That is, when the perfective member

of the pair is distinguished by prefixation, the rest of the stem is the

same in both members of the pair, whereas if the aspect counterparts are

distinguished by some other formal feature, prefixation will be present

or absent in both members of the pair. Only the perfective counterparts

of root verbs are marked by prefixation. Variation of the various prefixes

serves to distinguish the aspect pairs within a verb family from each other.

Suffixation. The suffixes which play a role in distinguishing members

of a verb family are -n /now- (occurring only in verbs of thematic class e),

-u/ov- and yv- (e/a-verbs), and -v- (sometimes in e/a-verbs, but usually

in a-verbs). The presence of -n /now- (contrasted with its absence) marks

the perfective member of an aspect pair. In this it is similar t© prefix-

ation, and in some types of verb families this suffix, rather than prefixation,

marks the perfective counterpart of the root verb. however, unlike prefixation,

it can occur together with other kinds of alternation in distinguishing

members of an aspect pair and it ca lark prefixed perfectives as well as

perfective counterparts to root verbs. The presence of the remaining

suffixes (versus absence of a given suffix) serves to mark the imperfective

member of an aspect pair. They too can occur togeher with other types of

alternation.

Shift of thematic class almost always accompanies any stem alternation

other than prefixation and occurs alone as a distinguishing feature in

aspect pairs n a great number of cases. If one verb of an aspect pair is

of the a or e class (the counterpart being pf some other class) and no

suffixation is involved as a distinguishing feature, the a and\e verb

will be the imperfective member of the pair.
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Modification of the verb root may involve root final consonant alternation

conditioned by alternation of the subsequent element. Such alternation will

be of the nature of substitutive softening ("Morphophonemics" 2.1,1) or alter-

nation of the root final consonant with zero. 10
Other types of root

modifications are addition of root extension (in the case of

I da-v-a-c) and -e (in a number of cases where the stem of the root verb

has thematic e in some form) before the suffix -v-, alternation of root-

internal vowel, and alternation of root internal consonant.11 Root internal

consonant alternations involve substitutive softening and usually occur

together with root internal vowel alternation.

Below will be listed the combinations of alternations (stem.modification)

occurring between members of aspect pairs and between root verbs and unprefixed

secondary imperfectives (the same kinds of alternations are involved in both

cases). As we have seen, prefixation does not occur conjointly with other

features in distinguishing aspect counterparts and so will be omitted in

the listing below. Since shift of thematic class is involved in the vast

majority of these combinations, they will be classified on the basis of the

thematic classes involved. In each case, the variants occurring in the

imperfective member of the aspect pair (or unprefixed secondary imperfective)

will be listed first (on the left), followed by the variants occurring in

the perfective member root verb).

The same convention will be followed in citing examples, the imperfective

member being listed first, followed by the perfective.

3.1 Imperfective Verb of a class.

3.1.1 a:a. (Counterpart verb of a class, no change of thematic vowel.)

3.1.1.1 Root vowel modification.

Y 0: s-pyx-a-c: ze-px-a-c 'to push down
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3.1.2 a:e

3.1.2.1 Suffixation plus root-extension.

-e, -v-: po-roz-umje-v-a-c; po-roz-umj-e-c come to an understanding

3.1.2.2 Alternation of root vowel conditioned by alternation of root-final

consonant.

/ /eLn a: po-vjad-a- c: o-vje3-e-c 'to tell, order'

3.1.3 a:e

3.1.3.1 No other alternation (than thematic class shi

vy-krad-a-1; (pres. vy-krad-e=x77) 'to steal'

bi-ja-: bi-0-4 'to beat'

Note that after roots ending in a front vowel j is prefixed to the thematic

vowel (see "Morphophonemics" 1.1.13). This particular correspondence does

not occur with roots ending in a back vowel (these take the suffix -v-;

see below).

3.1.3.2 Alternation of opt vowel. 12

/
0: za-cyn-a-L za-con-0-c (pres. za-n-ei77) 'to begin'

/ /
it t 0: na-gin-a Z: na-gjon- -c (pres. na-gn-e-17) bend'

a: po-mag-a-c; po-mu-0-c (pres. po-mog-e-17) 'to help'

3.1.3.3 Alternation of root vowel accompanied by root- internal consonant change.

Consonant change: stage I before zero, stage II before vowel.

/DA 0: na-cort-0- (pres. na-to -e43) to cut'

Consonant change: stage I before zero or a, stage II before other vowel.

e VI 02: ob4er-a-C obedi-e- (1- form: ob-dar-0-0-0)

3.1.3.4 Suffixation.

bux-a4; bux-no -0- 'to fall or bur

-v- wy- cu- v- a- c:wy- cu -O -c 'to feel

peel'

When the thematic class correspondence is a:e, the suffix -v- occurs only with

roots ending in u or /.
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3.1.3.5 Suffixation plus

-n/not7i

a: po-xwan-a-c: po-xwo-non- 'to swallow up, devour'

y sir 0: po-wyk-a--: p©-wk-non -0- c 'to swallow'

yun (e %./101) z-dyx-a-c: -dex-no4-04 'to expire, "croak"'

(cf. tx-nor11-0- 'to breatheinto')

-n-now-, -v-

o-: vy-o-.04-0-c

3.1.4 a:i

3.1.4.1 No other alternation.

die, expire'

/vy-pewn-a =c: vy-pewn-i-c to fill out

//
spen3-a-c: spen3i-c (pres. spen3-e-77) 'to spend'

3.1.4.2 Root vowel alternation.

o VI a: z-vol-11-i- to free'

3.1.4.3 Alternation of root-internal vowel and preceding consonant plus

alternation of root-final consonant.

Root internal consonant: stage I before o, stage 11 before e.

Root final consonant: stage I before thematic a, stay II before i.

e ol: ot-fjer-a-4: ot-fo-y-e open'

3.1.5 a:aa.

3.1.5.1 Suffixation plus root extension.

-v-: mje-v-a-c. mj-e- 'to have'

3.1.6 a:e/a.

3.1.6.1 Suffixation.

-v d le-v-a-e: do-l-a-e (pres. do- -je- add by pouring'

3.1.6.2 Root vowel alternation.

y 0: vy-syw-a-c: vy-sw-a-c 'to send out'
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3.1.7 a:i/a.

3.1.7.1 Root vowel alternation.

y &1 0: sypj-a4: sp-a -c pres. u j -e =7.7 ) 'to sleep'

3.1.8 a:i/g

3.1.8.1 Root vowel alternation.

i 0: za-pomin-a4: za-pomn-e-c za-pomn-e-17/ forget'

3.2 imperfective verb of i class.

3.2.1 i:e.

3.2.1.1 Root-internal consonant alternation.

Consonant: stage I in imperfective, stage II in perfective (or root verb).

n/

/
nos-i-n: es-0-c es. nos-e-'T,

3.2.2 i:e/a.

3.2.2.1 Irregular root alternation.

j
.

j 'toex-a-c to ride, drive'

carry'

3.3 Imperfective verb of e/a class.

3.3.1 e/a:e/a (no change of thematic vowel type

3.3.1.1 Suffixation.

-u/yv-: ob-liz-yv-a-c: obi -liz-a-e 'to lick over

3.3.2 e/a:a

3.3.2.1 Suffixation.

-u/yv-: do-nks-iv-a4: do-'6ek-a- 'to wait for

3.3.2.2 Suffixation plus root extension.

-a-, -v-: da-v-a4: d-a- 'to give'

3.3.3 e/a:e.

3.1 Suffixation.

-n/now -: liz-a-Z: liz-n04-0-c lick'

/
-u/ov-: z-na-jd-ov-a-c: z-na-les-0-c (pres. z-na-jd-e- ) 'to find'
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-n/nos-4-, -u/yv-: o-I4yk-n 'to proclaim'

-nind0-, sta-v-a-6: sta-0- (pros. sta-n-e4 ) 'to stand become'

3.3.3.2 Suffixation plus root extension.

2O, z-a -c: c,-nol-f-(4- 'to exhale'

3.3.4 e/a:i.

3.4.1 Suffixation.

U ov-: kup-ov-a-c: kup-i-c buy'

3.3.4.2 Suffixation plus root-final consonant alternation.

Consonant: stage I before -u/yv-, stage II before i.

V / v vv-u/yv-: psy-patr-yv-a-c: psy-pacs-y-c look

3.3.4.3 Suffixation plus root vowel alternation.

-u-yv-, (e- :) vy-kup-i-cC buy out'

3.3.5 'e/a:i/g.

3.3.5.1 Suffixation plus root-final consonant alternation.

Consonant: stage I before -u/yv-, stage II before ve.

-u/yv-: po-1A-e4 'to lie a while

3.4 Imperfective verb of i e class.

3.4.1 1/X:a. Verbs in this category are unprefixed secondary imperfectives

occurring in family types containing -n/no:77-.

3.4.1.1 Root-final consonant alternation.

Consonant: stage I before a, stage na before i/g.

bwysk-a-ee 't- flash'

3.4.2 1./e e

3.4.2.1 Suffixation plus root final consonant alternation.

Consonant: stage I before -n/uo stage hie before i

-n/noT4-: burk-no4-04 ',o rebuke, reprimand'
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4.0 The aspect categories are not marked by any one morphological feature.

Nor are there morphological features which simply by their occurrence signal

membership in one or the other of the aspect categories. Rather there are

features which, contrasted either with their absence or with presence of some

other feature in a counterpart verb, serve as aspect markers. Thus, prefixation

and thematic e class contrasted with another thematic class and the suffix

an /now- contrasted with their absence serve as:perfective markers, while the

suffixes - u /yv -, ov-, and -v- contrasted with their absence serve as

imperfectives markers. These features contrasted with their absence in a coun-

terpart verb always serve as markers of one of the two aspects. There are

still other features which, when contrasted with their absence or with some

other feature, serve as aspect markers unless a marker from the first group

indicating the opposite aspect is present. Such features are thematic a

class contrasted with any other class (with the exception of the da family,

where the -v- suffix in dava outweighs the thematic a in dad, thematic a

class contrasted with any other class always indicates the imperfective member

of an aspect pair), a root vowel contrasting with a zero alternant or root

vowel a contrasted with any other root vowel, all of which indicate the

imperfective member of an aspect pair. Since both root extensions and roo

final consonant alternation are conditioned by the elements which follow t--

it is doubtful whether they can be considered aspect markers in the same

sense as the above elements. Root extension and root final stage I consonants

(excepting stage I consonant before -n/n64--) always occur in the imperfective

member of a pair contrasting with their absence and stage II consonants respec-"2

tively in the other (perfective) member. The fairly infrequent root - internal

consonant changes are usually conditioned by the alternation of a vowel with

zero, stage II appearing before the vowel (imperfective) and stage 1 before
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zero (perfective). In the one case where this alternation is not conditioned

by a root-internal vowel alternation (verbs like noLC neat 3.2.1.1)

stage I appears in the imperfective partner and stage II in the perfective.

It is seen that the aspect categories, which refer to what is probably

a single semantic distinction, are marked by an interlocking system of formal

features occurring on the morphophonemic, morphemic, and the syntactic levels.

5.1Y Morphemic status of aspect markers.

The morphemic status of prefixes, stem- suffixes, and thematic vowels

has already been established in Polish Verb I. Root-final consonant changes

and root extensions, being always conditioned by the element following them, are

morphophonemic alternations without status as independent morphemes. Since

root-internal consonant and vowel alternations almost always occur with the

alternation of elements having morphemic status, they could thus also be

considered not to have status as morphemes, were it not for a few inconvenient

exceptions such as the pair spyxac: zepxac, where the only difference between

the two verbs lies in the root-internal alternation yin O.

In these cases the alternation is the sole distinguishing feature between

the verbs of an aspect pair. Since the members of the pair are obviously not free

variants, one must either posit -km and as separate morphemes (which would

upset the pattern of occurrence of verb root morphemes in verb families as well

as ignore the phonetic and semantic resemblance of the two segments) or posit

root-internal alternation as a morpheme. The latter solution appears to more

nearly reflect the structure of the language.



FOotnotes

1. However, some verb bases represent not single morphemes but combinations

of two or more morphemes. Such bases occur in verbs derived from nouns or

adjectives with suffixes. These nominal derivative suffixes which play no

part in verb morphology are considered part of the base of the verbs in

which they occur and not as verbal stem-suffixes. Thus, vol-a 'will, wish',

y21:Ltz 'free' z-vol-n-i-C 'to free'. The base of the latter verb is vol-n-.

2. This section does not treat variation between the bases of related

verbs, as it is concerned only with variation within the paradigms of

individual verbs. The variation between the paradigms of related verbs

(principally the formal relationship between perfective and imperfective

verbs) is treated in the following section "Polish Verb II".

3. By identical 1 mean that they are not only the same morpheme, but have

the same phonemic shape.

4. The grouping of the various endings (allomorphs) into morphemes is

performed on the basis of syntactic environment. Individual allomorphs are

assigned to particular morphemes on the basis of the possibility of their

occurrence in the same construction with the nominative of the various

personal pronouns. On this basis we may justify the inclusion of identical

allomorphs (zero, for example) in three different morphemes. For discussion

of a similar problem see the Appendix to 13.43, page 215, in Z.S. Barris,

Methods in Structural Linguistics (Chicago, 1950).

Positing a morpheme which is always phonemically zero is somewhat

unconventional, though there is precedent in other analyses. However, the

environment of this morpheme is always.phonemically or morphemically

differentiable and the morpheme contrasts with the other verb- ending morphemes.
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5. it may be noted that, when there is a variation of stem within the

present -stem forms, in the overwhelming majority of cases the -w -forms

and present participle have the same base variant and in all cases the

third person plural of the present tense and the present participle have

identical stems.

6. In the traditional orthography the gerund formant is written -wszy

postvocalically and poste nsonantally. The T in the postconsonantal

writing is "silent' in normal speech, as it is postconsonantally in the

masculine singular 1-form. However, since the gerund is preeminently a literary

practically never occurring in colloquial speech, many persons have

a spelling pronunciation whereby the postconsonantal variant of the gerund

formant is .-1.16 (since CwC does not occur .in the Polish phonological system,

in trying to pronounce the they say u). When this pronunciation is used,

the stress does not shift to the penultimate vowel u, but remains on what

would be the penult were no u pronounced. Such speakers also use a spelling

pronunciation when reading or citing the masculine singular 1 -form,

pronouncing the written final t as u when follows a consonant, though in

normal speech the formant is zero in Such a position.. Here too the stress

remains on what would normally be the penultimate syllable.

7. The perfective and imperfective categories may be defined in terms of

syntactic features. This is done in section 1.0 of part II of this study.

8. With the possible exception of bye itself.

9. My use of 'present' in present tense represents merely the retention

of a convenient traditional designation and must in no case be understood

as implying anything,about the meaning conveyed by this particular
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morphological category. From the semantic point of view, a more ac cu

designation would be 'non-past' (It represents, in Prague-style terminology,

the 'unmarked' member of a semantic opposition, past vs. non-past).

10. Before the prefix -n /now- roots ending in -sk- -a-, -n-, or -n

(and occasionally other consonants) lose their final consonant. Thus,

bwys-non70-& etc.

11. The root extensions may be considered as further examples of the

alternation of the respective vowels with zero (see "Morphophonemics"

1.5.2.1.5).

12. When alternation of root vowel is listed, only the principal alternation

within the morpheme is given. Combinations due to variations within the

//paradigm are not listed. Thus, in zed: zaconc, we actually have an

alternation y6,400(oule )a1 but only the principal alternation xLi 0

is given as occurring between the two paradigms. Combinations of alternations

will be listed only in the few cases where one variant of a subordinant

alternation is contrasted with a variant of the principal alternation as in

m-vjac: muvic
/

where only u occurs in the paradigm muvic (o occurring in

other paradigms, such as ro- va 'conversation'). here we list v-1(0 u
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